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Abstract
We investigate the problem of control of quantum systems. Various notions of control­
lability of quantum systems are discussed and Lie algebraic techniques are employed 
to derive necessary and sufficient conditions for the resulting degrees of controllabil­
ity. The results are employed to study the degree of controllability for various model 
systems.
The problem of optimal control is formulated as a problem of maximisation of the 
expectation value of an observable of the system subject to dynamical constraints 
and costs. A class of iterative algorithms is discussed, and shown to converge to a 
solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations, which is a necessary condition for optimality 
of a solution. A numerical realisation of the algorithm is presented and potential 
implementation of the resulting control fields in the laboratory is discussed.
The algorithm is applied to find optimal control fields for a variety of applications 
including selective and simultaneous excitation of individual quantum dots in a globally 
addressed ensemble, creation of superposition states, and selective excitation of certain 
vibrational modes of a simple molecule such as Hydrogen Fluoride. In each case we 
systematically explore the parameter space of the algorithm to select solutions with 
desirable physical features from the multitude of possible choices.
As there are many possible optimal control fields which give similar yields the question 
of whether some are more robust than others is investigated. A number of optimal 
fields are analysed quantitatively in terms of robustness with regard to temporal and 
spectral noise affecting the fields, uncertainty in the model parameters and the effect 
of experimental limitations such as restrictions on the bandwidth of the fields. It is 
shown that whilst the solutions tend to be sensitive to uncertainty in the energy levels 
chosen for the model, they appear to be surprisingly tolerant to even severe bandwidth 
limitations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
One manifestation of man’s enquiring nature is the search for the means to control the 
physical environment. There have been many notable scientific successes that have led 
to technological progress. Examples include, the invention of levers and pulleys which 
permitted the control and positioning of large masses required to build cathedrals, and 
the control of the energy released in chemical reactions, which is the basis of engines 
such as the internal combustion and jet engines. In various ways increases in the ability 
to control have had an impact on society and have resulted in lasting changes.
One of the focuses of attention now is the control of systems in which quantal effects 
are significant and for which, therefore, a quantum mechanical treatment is required. 
Examples include anything from large molecules to elementary particles. Lasers are 
one means by which these systems can be controlled but there are others such as 
electronic gates. The ability to control quantum systems is motivated by the prospect 
of progress in the fields of chemistry or quantum computing, for example, and also 
the potential to attain a greater understanding of the behaviour of quantum systems. 
The aim of this thesis is to consider the current state of knowledge in this area; to 
determine solutions to control problems; to investigate the quality of these solutions 
and to find further applications of the methods and techniques employed.
Controlling quantum systems has been a long standing dream of physicists and chemists 
[1, 2]. In the early days there seemed little likelihood of progress but following the 
development of lasers in the 1960’s a possible means became apparent. The first 
problems considered were in Chemistry and involved attempting to break and create
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selected bonds in molecules in order to build highly specific complex molecular struc­
tures. Early experiments were based on ideas derived from physical intuition. They 
treated the quantum system as closed i.e. they concentrated on excitation and con­
sidered the evolution processes as independent. From these experiments it was learnt 
that the energy, although initially concentrated on one molecular bond, was dissipated 
throughout the system and the environment through interactions. Researchers realised 
that the required control fields are subject to constraints and that finding an optimal 
pulse is a complicated problem involving balancing the requirement to satisfy dynam­
ical laws with experimental constraints on such things as frequency and intensity and 
allowing for interaction with the environment. However it is often the case that in­
teraction with the control is much stronger than that with the environment and takes 
place in an appreciably shorter time. It became recognised [3] that the wave nature of 
quantum dynamical processes needed to be taken into account and hence a theoretical 
approach as well as a practical is required.
The structure of the thesis is as follows.
In Chapter 2 the model of the quantum system is introduced. For the reason given 
above non-dissipative systems are considered, where the evolution of the system is 
Hamiltonian. There are various degrees of controllability for Hamiltonian systems and 
these are defined. The relationship between the degree of controllability of a system is 
described both in terms of the Lie algebra generated by the Hamiltonian of the system 
and the transition graph of the system. The degree of controllability for systems 
with just nearest neighbour interactions and a range of symmetrical relations between 
energy levels and dipole moments is found by identifying the Lie algebra generated 
by the Hamiltonian. The chapter ends with a result concerning multi-particle or 
composite systems and a discussion of its application to quantum dots.
Chapter 3 is concerned with the theoretical aspects of optimal quantum control. After 
mentioning some of the key methods the chapter moves on to set up the problem of 
optimal control and to state the elements that make up a solution. An iterative algo­
rithm to find solutions, which I have developed, is introduced and shown to converge 
to an optimal solution. A scheme for implementing the algorithm numerically and 
a discussion of how such a solution may be realised in the laboratory rounds off the 
chapter.
In Chapter 4 we look at the effect of applying numerical realisations of the optimal 
control algorithm to various situations. Predictions are made from a theoretical point 
of view and then verified by the algorithm. Examples considered include a generic 
3-level system, models of ensembles of quantum dots and a model of the Hydrogen 
Fluoride molecule.
For differing choices of algorithm parameters there are many possible solutions, which 
in terms of yield, are very similar. In Chapter 5 we investigate the sensitivity of 
solutions to noise and uncertainty in the model parameters. This is termed robustness. 
It is of particular interest to note the relatively acute sensitivity of all solutions to 
uncertainty in the values of the energy levels used for the model. The chapter goes 
on to look at the effect of limiting the bandwidth of solutions. In contrast to the 
sensitivity to energy level uncertainty it is noteworthy how robust solutions are, even 
in the event of severe limiting of their bandwidth.
Chapter 6 contains concluding remarks and is followed by the Appendix.
Many of the proofs of theorems presented in this thesis are included in the Appendix 
to aid the flow for the reader. These are however original work except where otherwise 
cited.
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Chapter 2
Controllability of Quantum  
Systems
Notions of controllability of a quantum system include actions such as the ability to 
transform a system from a given initial state to a desired final state or to optimise the 
expectation value of a selected observable. There are a number of different approaches 
that have been taken to controllability. Some of the models studied have assumed 
the system to have infinitely many energy levels [4, 5, 6], but perhaps most have 
focussed on the case where the system of interested can be considered to have a finite 
number of energy levels [7, 8, 9]. Another important distinction is between closed or 
open quantum systems. The first refers to a model where the system is not subject to 
dissipative effects whereas the second refers to a system that is. A further classification 
that is made is to whether the type of control is closed-loop or open-loop control [10]. 
Closed-loop control relies on feedback from some form of measurement, while open- 
loop control relies only on a presumed knowledge of the initial state and the dynamical 
laws that govern the evolution of the system when control fields are applied. One of 
the advantages of the latter for quantum systems is that the inevitable back action 
from the measurement is avoided because the system is not monitored.
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2.1 The M athematical M odel
The state space of a quantum system is a Hilbert space. For the purpose of this thesis 
we will consider a subspace of a Hilbert space, Tt, which is of finite dimension, N. 
An element of hi, written |\I/n), specifies or describes the state of the system and it is 
called a wave function or a state vector. It is a unit vector in the form of an iV-tuple 
of complex numbers +  i y ^  where
<*„!*„> =  f > f )]2 +  [ y f ]2 = 1
3=1
The set of N  state vectors |\Pn) where 1 <  n < N  can be chosen in such a way as to 
form an orthonormal set, that is they have the property
=  $mn
where 5mn is the Kronecker delta, and for all m ,n  E { j : 1 <  j  < N }.
A state can also be described by a density operator, p, given by
N  N
p = ^2 Wnl^nX^nl where = 1 (2.1)
n = 1 n—1
and where all the Wn s are non-negative. The WnS are the eigenvalues of the density 
operator p and the state vectors, |\&n), are an orthonormalised set of eigenvectors or 
eigenstates of p. From 2.1 it follows that Tr(/3) =  1. Density operators and hence 
possible states of the system can be classified either as Pure States or Mixed States. 
These are defined as follows
Definition 1 Pure States.
These are defined as density operators where the set of eigenvalues consists of two 
distinct eigenvalues, one of which occurs with multiplicity 1 and is 1 and the other, 
which is 0, occurs with multiplicity N  — 1. Such a density matrix has rank 1 and 
[Ti(p)]2 =  1.
Definition 2 Mixed States.
These are defined as density operators where the set of eigenvalues consists of either at 
least two distinct eigenvalues, at least one of which occurs with multiplicity N i where 
< N  — 2 or IV distinct eigenvalues
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Two special cases of mixed states are also identified as they have particular properties 
in terms of controllability. These are defined as follows.
Definition 3 Pseudo-Pure States or Pure-state-like ensembles.
These are defined as density operators where the set of eigenvalues consists of two dis­
tinct eigenvalues, one of which occurs with multiplicity 1 and the other with multiplicity 
N -  1.
Definition 4 Completely Random States.
These are defined as density operators where the set of eigenvalues consists of a single 
eigenvalue jj with multiplicity N .
The next definition is of a Generic Mixed State, which can be thought of the opposite 
of a Completely Random State in terms of it eigenvalues.
Definition 5 Generic Mixed States.
These are defined as density operators where the set of eigenvalues consists of N  dis­
tinct eigenvalues i.e. each eigenvalue has multiplicity 1.
In general the density operator p satisfies the quantum Liouville equation.
ihJ t P ^ ) = H[f(t)],p +  ihCD[p(t)\ (2.2)
In this equation H[f(t)] is the Hamiltonian and this will be assumed to be control-linear 
i.e. of the form
M
H[f (i)] =  £0  +  Y i  (2.3)
m=1
where Ho is the internal Hamiltonian and where
f W =  (AW, AW, • • • / m W) (2.4)
represents the control fields. Each control field is continuous and has a continuous 
first derivative. f m(t) with 1 < m  < M  is the control field associated with the control 
Hamiltonian Hm. Each control Hamiltonian is an N  x N  matrix whose real, off- 
diagonal elements representing transition dipole moments. It is customary to use the 
complete orthonormal set of eigenvectors |n) and the eigenvalues, En, of H0: or energy
levels of the system given by Ho\n) = En\n) for n = 1, 2, . . .  N . W ith respect to this
basis Ho will be a diagonal N  x N  Hermitian matrix given by
N
H0 = ^ 2 E n\n){n\ (2.5)
n= 1
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In an open system the system interacts with its environment, usually in an uncontrol­
lable way by, for example, population relaxation or phase decoherence. The dissipative 
term Cd accounts for such behaviour. If the assumption is made that there is no dis­
sipation i.e. we have a closed system then Cjd = 0 and the evolution of the system 
is Hamiltonian. In that case the initial state of the system is described by p(to) = po 
then the state of the system at time t  will be given by p{t), where
p{t) = U (t,t0)p0U (t,t0) \
where U {t,t0) is the Hilbert space evolution operator that satisfies the Schrodinger 
equation
ih ^ U ( t , t0) = H[f(t)}U{t,t0), (2 .6)
and therefore p(t) will be determined by the unitary group U(N) where N  is the 
dimension of hi.
For a Hamiltonian system we have the restriction that the only states that can be 
reached from the initial state po are those given by UpoH i.e. those attained by 
unitary evolution. This is referred to as the kinematical constraint [11]. Formally, a 
target state pt  can only be reached from an initial state po <=> there exists a unitary 
operator U such that pr = UpoW. This statement defines an equivalence relation on 
the set of density operators and the equivalence classes that the set is partitioned into 
are referred to as kinematical equivalence classes. So we have
pi is kinematically related to f>2 p2 = UpiW
for some unitary operator U. As a consequence of this two density matrices tha t are 
kinematically equivalent will have the same spectra or set of eigenvalues. This means 
that the density matrices representing pure states will form one equivalence class and 
that a pure state will only be attainable if the initial state was a pure state. Other 
restrictions that depend on constraints placed on the control fields are referred to as 
dynamical constraints. At this stage the term observable should be introduced. An 
observable is a quantity that can be measured experimentally. These are represented 
by Hermitian operators A  on hi. The expectation value is
(i(t)> = Tr[ip(f)]. (2.7)
Maximising the expectation value of a selected observable is one of the aims of con­
trolling a quantum system.
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2.2 Degrees of Controllability for Hamiltonian  
Systems
In this section a non-dissipative quantum system, i.e Cp = 0, is considered with the 
Hamiltonian given in (2.3). There are various degrees of controllability of quantum 
systems [12, 13, 14]. The degree of controllability depends on the nature of the initial 
and final states of the system and the dynamical Lie group of the system.
Definition 6 Completely Controllable.
A quantum system subject to the Hamiltonian given in (2.3) is said to be completely 
controllable if for any unitary operator, U, there exists an admissible control-trajectory 
pair given by ( f  (t), U(t,to)) defined for to < t  < tF (for some tF < oo) such that 
U = U(tF,to) i.e. if  any unitary operator is dynamically realizable.
Definition 7 Density matrix controllable.
A quantum system subject to the Hamiltonian given in (2.3) is said to be density 
matrix controllable if  for any pair of kinematically equivalent density matrices po and 
P i,  there exists an admissible control-trajectory pair given by (f( t) , U(t,to)) defined 
for to < t  < tF (for some tF < oo) such that pi = U(tF:to)poU(tF,to)^.
Definition 8 Pure-state controllable.
A quantum system subject to the Hamiltonian given in (2.3) is said to be pure-state 
controllable if for any two pure states given by the (normalised) wave functions |^o); 
l^ i), there exists an admissible control-trajectory pair ( f  (t), U(t,to)) defined for to < 
t < tF (for some tF < oo) such that |^ i)  =  U(tF,to)\tyo)-
Definition 9 Observable controllable.
A quantum system subject to the Hamiltonian given in (2.3) is said to be observable 
controllable i f  for any observable A and initial state po of the system, there exists an 
admissible control-trajectory pair (f( t) , U(t,to)) defined for to < t < tF (for some 
tF < oo) such that the ensemble average Tr[p(t)A] of A assumes any kinematically 
admissible value [11].
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2.3 Lie-algebraic Criteria for Controllability
It has been shown [15, 7] that the controllability of a closed quantum system subject 
to the Hamiltonian given in (2.3) depends on the Lie algebra, denoted £ , generated 
by the matrices iHm for m  = 0 . . .  M . Since iHm are skew-Hermitian they generate a 
Lie algebra £  which is a subalgebra of u(N). This is called the dynamical Lie algebra 
of the control system. With reference to the basis of eigenstates |n) of Ho, where 
n = 1 . . .  IV, the matrices Hm for m  = 1 . . .  M  are trace-zero as they contain off- 
diagonal entries representing transition dipole moments. In most control applications 
it is more convenient, but not essential, to work with trace-zero matrices. The matrix 
Ho is a diagonal matrix where the entries are the energy levels of the system. In 
general their sum, and hence the trace of Ho, is not zero. As it is the differences 
between adjacent energy levels, and not their sum, which is important we define the 
trace-zero matrix
H0 = H o - ^ T r ( H 0) I  (2.8)
which is equivalent to Ho up to the addition of a constant multiplier of I  the N  x N  
identity matrix.
It has been shown [16] that if trace-zero matrices are used we loose control of the global 
phase but in an application such as maximising the expectation of an observable this 
phase is immaterial in the calculations. Denote by £  the Lie algebra generated by the 
trace-zero matrices iHo and iHm for m  = 1 . . .  M.
The theorem [13, 12] below gives the conditions under which the various degrees of 
controllability are obtainable.
T heorem  1 A necessary and sufficient condition for a quantum system with Hamil­
tonian (2.3) and dynamical Lie algebra £  to be
(i) completely controllable is £  = u(N);
(ii) density matrix controllable is £  = su(N);
(Hi) observable controllable is £  = su(N);
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(iv) pure-state controllable is £  = su(N),
or if N  is even, C = sp(N/2), where sp denotes the symplectic Lie algebra.
Pure-state controllability is equivalent to wave function controllability [17]. Systems 
satisfying (ii) and (iii) are sometimes simply called controllable.
2.4 Graph-Connectivity Criteria
Graph theory provides us with convenient criteria for controllability of a system with 
just one control field [18]. Before considering these criteria the concepts of regular and 
strongly regular need to be defined [14]. Consider the AT-level quantum system where 
the Hamiltonian is of the form
H[f(t)\ =  H0 +  f( t)H1
and where
N
H0 = 'y^j En\n) (n\
n = 1
The En s, which are real, represent the energy levels of the system and are the eigen­
values of Hq.
Definition 10 Regular.
The internal system Hamiltonian, Hq, is said to be regular if the energy levels are 
all different i.e the eigenvalues of Ho are unique. This is also referred to as a non­
degenerate system.
Definition 11 Strongly regular.
I f  Ho, in addition to being regular, has the property that the difference between any 
pair of energy levels is unique i.e Ei — Ej ^  Em — En unless (z, j )  = (m , n), H q is said 
to be strongly regular.
Definition 12 Adjacent.
Consider a graph with N  vertices denoted iq, i>2, . . . ,  v^ . I f  two vertices Vi, Vj for  
i , j  = 1, 2, . . .  N, i 7^  j  are connected by an edge then the vertices Vi,Vj are said to be 
adjacent.
Now we are ready to define a transition graph.
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D efinition  13 Transition graph.
A graph with N  nodes is said to be the transition graph determined by the matrix 
Hi = [dij] if  the existence of an edge is established by the following rule
if d^ 7^  0 then Vi and Vj are adjacent 
i f  d^ = 0 then Vi and Vj are not adjacent.
The relationship between the internal Hamiltonian Hq, the transition graph and the 
controllability of the system is given by the following theorem [18].
T heorem  2 I f  the internal system Hamiltonian Ho is strongly regular and the tran­
sition graph determined by Hi is connected then the system is density matrix and 
observable controllable.
An example in [14] shows why it is necessary for the Hamiltonian H0 to be regular. 
The following example demonstrates why the Hamiltonian H0 needs to be not just 
regular but strongly regular.
E xam ple 1 If we consider a system with four equally spaced energy levels and uniform 
dipole moments between adjacent energy levels then, as the matrix Ho is not strongly 
regular, the system is not completely controllable even though the graph represented 
by Hi is connected. By taking the uniform dipole moments to be equal to d, the 
spacings between the energy levels to be equal to cu, setting
H0 =  H0 - ^ T t { H 0)Ii
and employing the change of basis (|1), |2), |3), |4)} {|1}, |2), —14), |3)}. The matri­
ces H q and Hi  will be given by:
/
Hn =
LJ
- 3 0 0 0 > f 0 d 0 0
0 - 1 0 0 d 0 0 d
Hi =
0 0 3 0 0 0 0 - d
0 0 0 V 1 ° d —d 0
\
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The dynamical Lie algebra, £ , generated by iHo and iH \ is given explicitly by
h1 = (2ucP)-1[[iH0,iH 1],iH 1} h2 = -2(iw ~ lH0 + lh 1)
yi =  (ud)~l [hu [iH0, iHi]\ x x = [/zi, 2/1]
y2 =  zd_1F i  -  2/1 x 2 = xi + (wd)_1[zJT0, iHi]
2/ei+ £ 2  ^  [^-^15*^2] 4 ” 2 /z2  iCe i - ) - e 2  [^ 1 5 2/61+62]
2^ 26! =  2-1[£ei+e2, Zi] 2/261 =  2_1 [z2ci, hi]
which shows that sp(2), and not siz(4) (see Appendices A.3 and A.l), is generated by 
iH 0 and iHi] hence the system is not controllable. This shows that the regularity of 
H q is not sufficient for the system to be controllable.
2.5 System s with Nearest Neighbour Interaction
In this section we focus on N-level quantum systems subject to a single control field i.e 
M  = 1, and where interactions are dominated by those between nearest neighbours. 
These two assumptions give rise to a sub-case which warrants special consideration as 
will be shown in Chapter 4. Hence, if the dipole moment of the transition from |n) to 
171 +  1) is denoted by dn the single interaction Hamiltonian, Hi is written
N —l
Hi = ^ d n(|n)(n-l-1| +  |ra +  l)(n |). (2.9)
n = 1
With the En s ordered in a non-decreasing sequence Ei < E2 < . . .  < E n  the energy 
level spacings or frequencies, u n, for the transitions \n) —> \n +  1) are non-negative 
and are given by
cjn = En+i -  En > 0, 1 < n < N  — 1.
The Lie algebra generated by iHo and iHi is denoted C. For the reason given in
Section 2.3 it is convenient to deal with trace-zero matrices and this is achieved by 
using Equation 2.8. Defined this way, iH 0 and iH i are both trace-zero and skew- 
Hermitian. Hence, the Lie algebra generated by the operators iHo and iH i, denoted
C, is a real Lie algebra of trace-zero, skew-Hermitian matrices.
Our aim is to classify the degree of controllability of the systems above by identifying 
the dynamical Lie algebras generated. We are especially interested in those cases
where restrictions in the form of symmetrical relationships between the energy levels 
En and the coupling strengths dn are imposed on the iHo and iH \. Before we proceed 
to these cases, however, we will first summarise the conditions under which the Lie 
algebra generated by iHo and iH \ has been shown to be su(N) [19]:
T heorem  3 Let d0 = dN = 0 and vm = 2d(m — dfm+i — for 1 <  m  < N  — 1 and 
if, in addition, N  is even setp  = \ N  and suppose dp-k 7^  ±dp+k for some k > 0. The 
dynamical Lie algebra C generated by iHo and iH\ defined in (2.8) and (2.9) is su(N) 
if  dm 7^  0, Em ^  0 for 1 < m  < N  — 1, and one of the following criteria applies:
(i) there exists ljp 7^  0 such that u m 7= cop for m ^ p ,  or;
(ii) ojm = w for 1 < m  < N  — 1 but there exists vp ^  0 such that vm 7^  vp for m f ^ p .
Roughly speaking this theorem says that the Lie algebra generated will be su(N) if 
all the dipole couplings dn are non-zero, and
• there exists at least one frequency that is different from all others (and it is not 
the middle frequency if the dimension of the system is even), or
• if all the frequencies are the same then there exist three consecutively placed tran­
sition dipole moments such that the difference between the sum of the squares 
of the first and third, and twice the square of the middle, is not zero and is also 
different from all such differences between any other three consecutive transition 
dipole moments. If N  is even it is also required that there exists at least one 
pair of transition dipole moments, placed symmetrically either side of the middle 
dipole moment, whose squares are not equal.
In cases where the dynamical Lie algebra is not su{N ), we shall see that the Lie algebra 
generated depends on whether the Hilbert space dimension of the system is even or 
odd.
2.5.1 Odd-dimensional system s
In this section we are concerned with systems whose Hilbert space dimension is odd, 
i.e. N  = 21 + 1. Consider systems of the form H  = H0 +  f( t)H i, where
2£+l 2 £
Ho = ^ 2  En\n)(n\ Hi =  ^ d „ ^ | n ) ( n +  1| +  \n+  l){nj .  (2.10)
n = 1 n=1
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Again it is assumed that the En’s are ordered in a non-decreasing sequence Ei < E 2 < 
. . .  <  E n  where E\ En, none of the transition dipole moments, dn’s, are zero and 
that the following symmetrical relations apply
En+l — En — En- u+1 — En- u he. tOn — WN-n
(2.11)
and dn =  djv-n for 1 < n < N  — 1.
In Appendix B.1.1 it is shown that the Lie algebra, L  generated by iHo and iH i is a 
subalgebra of so(2£ +  1). Whilst iH'0 (derived from iH0 by a change of basis) and iH\ 
are shown to be linear symplectic of generators of so(2£ +  1) this is not sufficient for 
the generation of so(2i +  1). Further criteria are required and these are given by the 
three theorems that follow.
The result of the first theorem is effectively that the Lie algebra generated by iHo and 
iH i is so(2£ +  1) provided that the square of the central transition frequency (there 
are two but by (2.11) they are equal) is not equal to the square of any of the other 
transition frequencies. Note that the change of basis given in Appendix (B.1.1) is 
employed below.
Consider the system
t i
HHq ^   ^ %H\ ^   ^dmym cm 0 5m 7^  0 Vm (2.12)
m = 1 m = l
with hm and ym as defined in A.2 and A.4. The theorem is stated formally be­
low [19].
Theorem 4 Let u m = em+i — em for 1 < m  < t  and u>q = t \ . The dynamical Lie 
algebra C generated by the system H  = Hq +  f( t)H i with iH0 and iH i as in (2.12) is 
so{2i +  1) if  ^  a>Q for 1 <  m < I.
The proof is given in Appendix B .l.3.
The condition, 7^  ujq, on the transition frequencies can be relaxed and so(2£ + 1 )
can still be generated provided there is a further restriction on the transition dipoles.
Let M  be the set of values of m for which w ?_m+1 =  wf  and let the transition dipoles, 
dn s, in H\ be replaced by ^m’s where, for 1 <  m < I, 5m =  d i-m+1 if m  G  M ,  6m is 
zero otherwise and Si+1 =  0. To aid explanations the notation So = Si is introduced. 
As the energy levels form a non-decreasing sequence the transition frequencies, wn’s,
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are positive and w?_m+1 =  off is the same as u i-m+i =  ui i.e. com- i  =  using 
the u  notation. Under these conditions so(2£ +  1) will be generated provided that 
26^ —  S^ + 1  — S%1_ 1 7^  25f — S% — 5q for all m  G  M  except for when m  is 1. This result 
is stated formally below [19].
T heorem  5 Let vm = 26^ — — S^_x for 1 < m  < I, where <50 =  &i, 5|+i =  0.
The dynamical Lie algebra C generated by the system H  = Hq +  f( t)H i with iH'Q and 
iH i as in (2.12) is so(2 t  +  1) if u m- i  =  loq but vm ^  v\ for all m  € M  — {1}-
The proof is given in Appendix B.1.4.
It is also possible to generate so(2£ +  1) when all the energy levels are equally spaced, 
this gives u m = for 2 < m < Z, and when all the transition dipole moments are 
equal i.e. dm = d for 1 <  m  < I. Again using the notation employed so far this result 
is stated below [19].
T heorem  6 The dynamical Lie algebra C generated by the system H  = Hq +  f{ t)H \ 
with N  =  21 +  1 equally spaced energy levels u m = u i and uniform dipole moments 
dm — d is so(2 i  +  1).
The proof is given in Appendix B.1.5.
The following example shows that the full Lie algebra u(N) is not always generated 
by the system and the importance of the results set out in Theorems 4, 5 and 6.
Exam ple 2 Consider a system with Hamiltonian H  = H 0 +  f( t)H i, where
7 6
H0 = yK (|" ){» |) Hi = £>„(|n)<™+ 1| + |ra+ l)(n[),
n = l  n— 1
En = n for n = 1 . . .  7 and d\ =  d& = y/S, d2 = d$ = Vh and ds = d^ = V 6  then the 
change of basis (|1), |2), |3), |4), |5), |6), |7 »  {|4>, |3), |2), |1), —15), |6), - |7 )}  leads
to
iH'o = - h i  -  2 h2 -  3h$ iH i = Vffyi +  V$y2 +  y/3yz
with hm and ym as defined in appendices B1 and B3 respectively. Therefore, the Lie 
algebra C generated by iH '0 and iH\ is a subalgebra of so(7). However it is easy 
to verify that C ^  so(7). Indeed, in this particular case L  is a three-dimensional 
subalgebra of so(7) and a higher order representation of su(3) spanned by iH'0, iH \ 
and [iH'^iH-f\ = y/Qx\ +  Vhx2 +  VSx^ with xm also as defined in appendix B3. This
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shows that for certain choices of the parameters En and dn, the Lie algebra £  is a 
proper subalgebra of so(7).
2.5.2 Even dim ensional system s
In this section we are concerned with systems whose Hilbert space dimension is even,
i.e. N  = 2£. Consider systems of the form H  =  H q +  f( t)H u  where
21 21-1
Hq = y^ E n\n){n\ Hi = ^ d n ^ |n )(n +  1| +  |n +  l)(n^ . (2.13)
n = 1 n = l
Again it is assumed that the E n's are ordered in a non-decreasing sequence
Ei < E 2 < . . .  < E 21 where E\ 7^  E 2e, none of the transition dipole moments, dn’s,
are zero and that the following symmetrical relations apply
En-{-1 En — E 2£—n+i E 2£—n i.e. con =  u 2£—n
(2.14)
and dn = d2£-n for 1 < n < 2 i  — 1.
Note that Theorem 3 does not apply to this system as N  =  21 and there is no k such 
that dt-k 7^  Edt+k- In Appendix B.2.1 it is shown that the Lie algebra, C generated 
by iH 0 and iH i is a subalgebra of sp(£). Whilst iH '0 (derived from iH 0 by a change 
of basis) and iH i are shown to be linear combination of generators of sp(£) this is not 
sufficient for the generation of sp(£). Further criteria are required and these are given 
by the three theorems that follow.
The result of the first theorem is effectively that the Lie algebra generated by iHo and 
iHi is so(2 £ +  1) provided that the square of the central transition frequency is not 
equal to the square of any of the other transition frequencies. Note that the change of 
basis given in Appendix B.2.1 is employed below.
Consider the system
1 1
iH 0 = ^   ^^mhm iH\ =  ^   ^8 rnVm 7^  ^ 8 m 7^  0 V771 (2.15)
m=1 m=1
with hm and ym as defined in A.5 and A.7. The theorem is stated formally be­
low [19].
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T heorem  7 Let ujm = em+i — em for 1 < m < £ and cut — 2eg. The dynamical Lie 
algebra £  generated by iH '0 and iH\ as in (2.15) and with the symmetrical relations 
given in (2.11) is sp{£) ifu j^  ^  u e f or m  < £■
The proof is given in Appendix B.2.3.
As with Theorem 4 the condition on the transition frequencies in the theorem above 
can be relaxed and sp(£) can still be generated provided there is a further restriction 
on the transition dipoles. Let M. be the set of values of m  for which u ^ - i  = u i and 
let the transition dipoles, dn’s, in H\ be replaced by <5m’s where 5m =  dm if m  G  M  
and 5m is zero otherwise. To aid explanations the notation So is included and set to 
zero and it is noted as a consequence of (2.11) that Si+i =  5i-\. As the energy levels, 
En% form a non-decreasing sequence the transition frequencies, wn’s, are positive and 
— ui  is ^he same as ujm = (j£. Under these conditions sp{£) will be generated 
provided that 25^ — S^+1 — ~S\l_ \ i=- 24| — 5f+1 —  Sf_± for all m  G  M.  except for when 
m  = £. This result is stated formally as follows [19]
T heorem  8 Let vm =  25^ — <5^ +1 — for 1 < m  < £ and 5t+1 =  i, =  0.
The dynamical Lie algebra C generated by the system H  =  H 0 +  f( t)H i with iHo and
iHi as in (2.8) and (2.9) and with the symmetrical relations given in (2.11) is sp(£)
if  wm =  uj£ but vm 7  ^vi for a llm  £ M. — {£}.
The proof is given in Appendix B.2.4.
It is also possible to generate sp(£) when all the energy levels are equally spaced, this 
gives ujm = (Ji for 2 < m  < £, and when all the transition dipole moments are equal 
i.e. dm = d for 1 < m  < £. This result is given below [19].
T heorem  9 The dynamical Lie algebra £  generated by a system H  = Hq + f{ t)H \ 
with N  = 2£ equally spaced energy levels and uniform dipole moments is sp(£).
To show that the complete Lie algebra is not always generated by the system the 
example below is included. It demonstrates the importance of the results set out in 
Theorems 7, 8 and 9.
Exam ple 3 Consider a system with Hamiltonian H  = H q +  f( t)H i, where
6 5
H 0 = ^ 2 E n(\n)(n\) # i  =  ^ d n(|n )(n +  1| +  |n +  l)(n |),
n = 1 n = 1
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En = n  for n =  1 . . .  7 and d\ = d$ = >/5, d2 =  d4 =  2\/2 and d3 then the change of 
basis (|1), |2), |3), |4), |5), |6>} t-> (|1), |2), |3), |6), —15), |4 »  leads to
iHo =  — (5/ii +  3h2 +  lh 3) /2, iH \ = y/5yi -f- 2 y/2 y2 +  3y3
with hm and ym as defined in appendix Cl and C3 respectively. Therefore, the Lie 
algebra C generated by iHo and iH\ is a subalgebra of sp(3). However it is easy to verify 
that jC 9k sp(3). Indeed, in this particular case C is a three-dimensional subalgebra 
of sp(3) spanned by iHo, iHi and [iHo,iHi] =  —(y/Exi + 2y/2x2 + 3z3) with xm as 
defined in appendix C3. This shows that for certain choices of the parameters En and 
dn, the Lie algebra £  is a proper subalgebra of sp{3).
2.5.3 System s w ith  direct control lim ited to  single 
transition
So far we have been concerned with systems where all the transition dipole moments 
are modulated by the time dependent control field. In this section a system where 
the control field drives just one transition is considered. The Hamiltonian is of the 
form
V' =  Vo +  f(t)V! (2.16)
where
N  N - 1
Vo =  ^Tj En\n)(n\+  ^  dn(\n)(n +  1| +  \n +  l)(n |)
n = l  n=l,nj^r
Vi = dr ( |r)(r  +  1| +  \r +  l)( r |)  (2.17)
Defined this way iVo and iV\ generate the Lie algebra su(N) and hence systems of 
this kind are completely controllable provided that the squares of the transition dipole 
moments either side of the modulated transition are not equal i.e d%+ 1 ^  d^_i, the 
corresponding transition frequency is not zero i.e u r ^  0 and that none of the transition 
dipole moments are zero i.e dn ^  0. This result is given below.
T heorem  10 A quantum system with Hamiltonian (2.16) and (2.17) is completely 
controllable if dn ^  0 for 1 < n < N  — 1, o;r ^  0 and d^ + 1 ^  d%_ 1.
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The proof of this is given in Appendix B.3. The strategy employed is to show that 
the iterated commutators of the skew-Hermitian matrices zVo and zVi as defined in 
2.17, and their linear combinations, generate the Lie algebra su(N). Fortunately, 
however, it suffices to show that the Lie algebra generated by zVo and iV\ contains all 
the generators of sit(IV), i.e. xn = xn n^+i and yn = yn,n+i for 1 < n < N  — 1.
Exam ple 4 Consider a 5-level system of this type as described in (2.17) where En = n  
for 1 <  n < 5, r  =  2, d\ = =  d4 =  1 and d3 = 2. The matrices Vo and V\ will be
given by:
V& =
(
\
1 1 0  0 0 
1 2 0 0 0
0 0 3 2 0
0 0 2 4 1
0 0 0 1 5
\
Vi =
/
( 0 0 0 0 0 ^
0 0 1 0  0
0 1 0  0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 j
To show that this system is completely controllable we need to show that the dynamical 
Lie algebra £  generated by zVo and zV\  is sit(5). A basis for su(N) is given in Appendix 
A.I. To do this it is sufficient to show that £  contains the generators of su(5) i.e. 
xn =  |n)(n +  1| — |n +  l)(n | and yn = i(\n)(n + 1| +  |n +  l)(n |) for 1 <  n < 4. Firstly 
we note that zV\  = z/2 and we obtain X2 by:
X 0 =  [y2,iV0] Y0 =  [X0,y2] X'a =  [Y0,y2] Y{ =  [X’0,y2]
x2 =  Z-1(X0 - X '0)
Now we move on to X\, y1} x$ and z/3.
h2 = 2 -1[x2, y2] y, = 3-1(4y0 + y0') X, = [[x2, yj, y2] 
z1 = 2- 1[x1,y1] y1' = 2- 1[y1,y 1] x {  =  2 -1[y1, z 1]
yi = 3~1(4y1 -  yd x1 = 3-1(4X1-j!:o  2/3 = 6-1(y1' - y a) *3 = -  x,)
Finally we obtain x4 and ?/4
h3 = 2 ~ 1[x 3 , y3] W0 =  iV0 -  yi -  2 y3
x 4 = [h3 ,W 0\ 2/4 =  [x±, h3]
We have shown that at least su(5) can be generated by zVo and zVi. Additionally since 
there is a non trace-zero matrix present the system generates u(N ) and is completely 
controllable.
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2.6 Simultaneous Controllability
Theorem 1 in Section 2.3 defines degrees of controllability that apply to any quantum 
system. In this section we turn our attention to composite or multi-particle systems. 
Consider a system made up of L  particles or quantum units. Quantum dots [20] 
provide an example of such a system. Denoting the Hilbert space of the quantum 
unit t  as We, the Hilbert space of the composite system is usually the tensor product 
space Ws = H i <g>.. .  <g> H l . If the dimension of He is Ne then the dimension of H s 
will be N  where N  = Ni x . . .  x Np. If we take the Hamiltonian to be defined as in 
Equation (2.3) and Hm for m  = 0 . . .  M  as given by Equation (2.8) then, by Theorem 1, 
we know that the degree of controllability of this multi-particle system depends on 
either the dynamical Lie algebra C generated by the skew-Hermitian matrices iH m for 
m  = 1 . . .  M, or the dynamical Lie algebra C generated by trace-zero skew-Hermitian 
matrices iHm for m  = 0 . . .  M  i.e the multi-particle system is
• completely controllable if and only if C = u(N)',
• mixed-state controllable if and only if £  = su(N);
• pure-state controllable if and only if C = su(N), or if  N  is even, C = sp (N /2).
However, the dimension of 7ip  is potentially very large, and H p  is not the most ap­
propriate Hilbert space for modelling systems where, for instance, the quantum units 
do not interact with each other. This situation often arises in Chemistry, where the 
intention is to control a number of different types of molecules, in a dilute solution, 
which interact simultaneously with an applied external laser pulse, but where interac­
tions between molecules are insignificant [21]. Another example is given by ensembles 
of quantum dots that are close enough together so that they can be collectively ad­
dressed by the same laser pulse, but where interactions between the dots are negligible, 
e.g. due to weak coupling or differing dot sizes [22]. A quantum system made up of 
multiple non-interacting quantum units will be referred to as decomposable or separa­
ble. Placing this restriction on a multi-particle system means that it will neither be 
completely controllable nor mixed-state controllable nor pure-state controllable in the 
sense defined above. However we can consider the controllability of each quantum unit 
separately. Also we can consider the control of all the individual quantum units with
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the same sequence of control pulses. This will be referred to as simultaneously con­
trollable. Note that the ability to completely control individually each quantum unit 
in a multi-particle system does not necessarily mean that the multi-particle system is 
simultaneously controllable.
If we consider that each of the L  non-interacting quantum units is an independent 
subsystem represented by the Hilbert space, Hg, for i  =  1, . . . ,  L, then an appropriate 
Hilbert space of the decomposable quantum system is the direct sum H = H i® .. .®Hl - 
With respect to a suitable basis the state of the system, p, and the Hamiltonians, Hm, 
for m  = 0, . . . ,  M, have a block-diagonal structure and are given by
p(t) = diag (/>i(t), • • • ,pL(t) ) ,
H-m — diag(.ffm>i , . . . ,  ^m,L)5 77i =  1, . . . ,  M  (2.18)
where pg(t) and Hm,e are Ng x Ng matrices and Ng = dim(77^). From the structure of 
the Hamiltonian matrices (2.18) it can be seen that the dynamical Lie group of the 
system must be contained in U(Ni) x . . .  x U(Afi,) and that maximal orbits for a generic 
mixed state under the action of this Lie group are homeomorphic to U(Ni) x . . .  x  
U(Nl )/[U(1) x .. .1/(1)], where there are N  terms in the denominator. The latter is 
equivalent to SU (Ni) x . . .  x SU(Nl )/[U (1) x . . .  1/(1)] where there are N  — L  terms in 
the denominator. Setting amj  = TV(Hmjg) and defining the matrix A  as follows
A  =
y aM,i • • • olm,l J
(2.19)
we have [22, 23]
T heorem  11 (S im ultaneous C ontro llab ility ). The independent components of a 
decomposable system with Hamiltonian (2.3) of the form (2.18) are simultaneously 
mixed-state controllable if and only if the dimension of the dynamical Lie algebra C, 
is
dim C = r +  y — 1)
i=i
where r is the rank of the matrix A.
A proof of this is given in Appendix B.4.
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2.6.1 Sim ultaneous controllability of ensem ble o f 2-level dots
An interesting example of a system where the notion of simultaneous controllability 
is relevant is an ensemble of L  quantum dots. Suppose each dot is itself an Ni~ 
dimensional quantum system. The results of Theorem 1 in Section 2.3 show that 
each of the dots is individually controllable if its associated dynamical Lie algebra 
Ci has dimension N 2 — 1 at least, and the entire ensemble is controllable as an N- 
dimensional composite system, where N  = Ni x . . .  x  N l, if the Lie algebra of the 
system has dimension N 2 — 1 at least. If inter-dot coupling is negligible then the 
system is decomposable, and hence not controllable as a composite system. However 
its components are simultaneously controllable if the Lie algebra of the system satisfies 
Theorem 11 in Section 2.6.
Suppose each dot can be represented as a two-level system with Hamiltonian
# (£) [/(*)] =  e^ z  +  f( t)d eax , (2.20)
where ax and dz are the Pauli matrices. We can now use Theorem 11 to give ex­
plicit conditions for simultaneous controllability. If ei ^  0 and di ^  0 then, as 
[£®j &z\ = —Sidy, the £th dot is individually controllable. However this is not sufficient 
for simultaneous controllability. If, for example, two or more dots in the ensemble have 
exactly the same system parameters then the Lie subalgebra they generate is a higher 
dimensional representation of su(2) and the dots are not simultaneously controllable. 
The difference between individual and simultaneous controllability can be made ex­
plicit by considering two non-interacting two-level systems simultaneously driven by 
a coherent control field. We can write the Hamiltonian of the composite system as 
H  =  H0 +  where
H0 =  diag(£<y © diag(^£f)
Hi = di&x © d2 dx.
Ho can further be split into a trace-zero part Ho = eidz®e2 (Jz, where ei = (E[^ —E q ) / 2  
and a diagonal part Do = a i l  0  a^/, where ai = (Eq^ — E [^)/2. If q  =  0 and di = 0 
then subsystem i  is not individually controllable. Hence we shall assume that q  ^  0 
and di 7^  0 for i  = 1, 2.
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The diagonal generator Dq is not relevant for our controllability analysis. The trace- 
zero generators W 4 = iHq /  , W2 = give rise to the following Lie algebra:
w 3  =  [W2, Wi]/2 =  - i ( a y e  abcTy) W4 =  [W3, W J/2  =  - i ( a x ® a2 bcrx)
Ws =  [Ws, W2] /2 =  i(az © ab2 az) W 6 = [W4, Wi]/2 =  i(ay ® azbay)
W 7 =  [W3, W4]/2 =  - i f o  © azb% )
where a = e2/ei and 6 =  g^/^i- Combining these terms yields
W2 T  W4 =  0 © (1 — a2)bicrx cl2W^ 2 © W 4 — (u2 — l)i<rx ® 0
Ws +  We =  0 © ab{a2 — a2W3 + Wg = (1 — a2)icry © 0
W5 + W7 = 0 © ab2( 1 — a2)iaz a2W5 + W7 = (a2 — 1 )iaz © 0.
This shows that if a,b V  0, ±1 then the relevant Lie algebra C of the system is
su(2) © su(2).
For ot = i l  we can similarly show that T4 =  W* for k = 1,2,3,4 and
V5 = [V2, V4 ] / 2  = ay ® abzay V6 = [ V 4 , V^ ]/2 =  i(ax © bzcrx)
V7 = [V2 ,V3 ]l2 = i{crz ®ahi az)
Combining these terms leads to
We -  W2 =  0 © b(b2 -  1 )iax b2 W2 -  W6 =  (62 -  1 )iax © 0
We + W3 =  0 © ab(b2 -  l)&y b2 Wz -  W5 =  (a2 -  1 )av © 0
W 7 - W 4  = 0 © ab2 (b2 -  1  )i&z b2 W5  - W 7 = (b2 -  1  )iaz © 0.
This shows that i f a ^ 0 , 6 = ^ 0 , ± l ,  then the relevant Lie algebra C of the system is still 
su(2) ©su(2), and the two subsystems are therefore simultaneously controllable.
On the other hand, if a = ±1 and b = ± 1, then V4 = Vq = V2, V5 = V3, V7 = Vi,
i.e., the Lie algebra is three dimensional, and since Vs = [V2, Vi], a representation 
of su(2 ). The non-interacting two-level systems are therefore individually but not 
simultaneously controllable.
However, even if two or more dots in the ensembles are identical, we can often recover 
simultaneous controllability if we can divide the ensemble into (possibly overlapping) 
regions that can be selectively addressed. For example, consider a five-dot ensemble
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Figure 2.1: Ensemble of five quantum dots: If dots 1 and 4 are identical and the laser is 
addressing all the five dots within the region C then the ensemble is not simultaneously 
controllable. However, if we can create two regions A and B, which can be separately 
addressed by the laser, then the ensemble becomes simultaneously controllable despite 
the fact that the regions overlap.
where dots 1 and 4 are identical but all the other dots are distinct, i.e., (ei, d \ )  = 
(e4,d4), but (ee,di) ^  (± e^ ,± df) for I ^  t  and £ , t  £ {1,2,3, 5}. As dots 1 and 4 
have the same characteristics, H ^  =  H ^ \  the Lie algebra generated by
Ho = t \ b z © 62©z © £3&z © ei&z © e5&z H q  — d\<jx © d2ax © d3d x © d \d x © d3d x
has dimension 12, and the ensemble is not simultaneously controllable. However, if we 
can adjust the laser to create two regions A and B, encompassing dots {1,2,3} and 
{3,4, 5}, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2.1, for instance, simultaneously controllability 
can be recovered as the Lie algebra generated by {Ho,  H a , H b } with
Ho =  ei<rz © e2d z © e3d z © e3d z © e5<3y 
H a  =  d id x © d2d x © d3dx © 0 © 0 H b  =  0 © 0 © d3dx © di&x © d3d x
has dimension 15 as required.
2.6.2 S im ultaneous con tro llab ility  of ensem ble of 3-level d o ts
We can also apply the controllability results to dots with a more complicated internal 
structure. For instance, consider an ensemble of P  dots with a twofold-degenerate 
internal ground state and an excited state in a A configuration as shown in Fig. 2.2.
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Let C£ denote the energy gap between the degenerate ground states and the excited 
state, and d j, d j  be the dipole moments of the a+ and <r_ transition, respectively, for 
the £th dot. Without loss of generality we can assume Hm — ®£=1Hm,i for ra =  0 ,1,2, 
t  =  1 , . . . ,  P, and
/ q 0 1 ^ / n n n \/ _
TT _ ^Ho,e -  ~7T
1 0
V
o ^ 
0 - 1 0  
0 0 + 2
= d j 0 0 0 
1 0 0
H2,e = d}
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 /
The ensemble is simultaneously (mixed-state) controllable exactly if the Lie algebra 
generated by {Hm} is ©|L1su(3). Again, this is usually the case unless two or more dots 
in the ensemble are effectively identical. For example, we verified that even if d j  = 1 
and d j = —1 for all £, the Lie algebra for a five-dot ensemble with ei =  1 + A q  > 0 and 
Act 7^  Aet  unless £ = t  did indeed have dimension 40 =  5 x (32 — 1). However, if two 
dots have the same energy gap q  and the same (absolute) values of dipole moments 
d j  then simultaneous controllability is lost, e.g., if we have t\ = e4 and d j = d j  or 
d j = —d j  then the Lie algebra dimension is only 32 =  4 x (32 — 1). However, if =  e4 
but d j  7^  A d j, for instance, then simultaneous controllability is maintained.
In the previous example, we can also ask what about controllability if we can apply 
a single pulse consisting of a mixture of a+ and cr_ polarised light. In this case we 
replace Hi and H2 by the composite control Hamiltonian He = cos aH\ + sin olH2 
with a £ [0,7r /2], so the single dot Hamiltonians are
 ^—1 n 0 \  (  0 0 d j  cos a  ^
Hc,i =
V
-1  0
0 - 1 0  
0 0 + 2 d j  cos a  di sin a
de sin a  
0 /
We see clearly that the system cannot be simultaneously controllable for a = 0 or 
a = 7r/2 as in this case none of the dots are individually controllable, their Lie algebras 
being contained in u(2). However, if we assume d j  =  —dj, which is often the case 
in practice, then even for a  £ (0, 7t/4), the Lie algebra generated by Ho/ and Hc,e 
above is a unitary representation of so(3) ©u(l ) .  Hence, the dots are not individually 
controllable, and the ensemble is thus not simultaneously controllable. The Lie algebra 
of an ensemble of L  (non-identical) dots of this form is a unitary representation of 
(® |l1so(3)) ©u(l ) .  Note that so(3) is not even sufficient for pure-state controllability. 
If d j  7^ ± d j  then the £th dot is generally individually controllable for a  £ (0, 7t/2)
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Figure 2.2: Energy level structure for three-state dot in A configuration
and any ensemble of non-identical dots would be simultaneously controllable with a 
mixed-polarisation control pulse.
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Chapter 3
Theory of Optimal Control of 
Quantum Systems
3.1 Overview of key techniques
There are a number of methods that have been devised to attempt control of quan­
tum systems [24, 25, 26, 27]. These include pulse timing and multi-path interference 
control in the realm of chemical reaction dynamics, stimulated Raman scattering in­
volving adiabatic passage (STIRAP) in atomic and molecular physics, and constructive 
geometric control, which has been used extensively in the fields of Nuclear Magnetic 
Resonance (NMR) [28] and Electron Spin Resonance (ESR). More recently other tech­
niques such as learning algorithms, closed-loop feedback control and optimal control 
techniques [29, 30] have been introduced. It is the last of these, optimal control pulse 
design based on variational techniques, which will be the main focus of this chap­
ter.
Pulse timing, also referred to as pump/dump and the Tannor-Rice method [31], is 
based on finding the best timing for a sequence of two coherent pulses in order to 
select a particular chemical reaction for instance. The laser pulses are ultra-short and 
are typically of the order of femto seconds. The selection of the chemical reaction is 
controlled by the choice of the length of time between the two pulses [32].
Multi-path interference control, or the Brumer-Shapiro control method [33, 27], a t­
tempts to steer a chemical reaction towards attaining a specified product from the
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possible outcomes by modulating independent pathways from an initial state to a se­
lected final state. The probabilities of following these pathways are typically not equal 
as they are proportional to the square of the sum of the amplitudes linked to the sepa­
rate transitions along the individual pathways. There are two stages to the procedure. 
The first stage is to prepare the molecule in a linear superposition of bound eigen­
states with distinct energy levels by employing a pulsed or continuous wave laser. The 
second stage is to use two lasers with frequencies tuned to the appropriate transitions 
to dissociate the superposition state [34].
STIRAP is a form of adiabatic control [35] that relies on Raman scattering for the 
transfer of population between two specified quantum states via other states. Scatter­
ing occurs when, for example, a molecule absorbs radiation of frequency v and goes 
into an excited state. If the molecule returns to another energy state, which must be 
one level above or below the initial state, then energy of a different frequency from 
v  will be re-radiated. This is called Raman scattering. If the molecule returns to an 
energy state one level above the initial state the frequency of the re-radiated energy is 
referred to as the Stokes line; if one level below, the anti-Stokes line [36].
The simplest example is population transfer from an initial state to a final state via an 
intermediate state in three-level system, where the difference between the transition 
frequencies is a Stokes line. Two appropriately timed coherent pulses couple the three 
states. The first, or pump pulse, couples the first and intermediate states and the 
second, or Stokes pulse, couples the intermediate and final states. These pulses are 
of sufficient strength to induce many cycles of Rabi oscillations between the initial 
and intermediate states and also between the intermediate and final states. Exper­
iments have shown that efficient transfer of population from the initial to the final 
state with negligible population of the intermediate state takes place when the Stokes 
pulse precedes (but overlaps with) the pump pulse, in what is known as a counter­
intuitive pulse sequence. Robust extensions to higher-dimensional systems have also 
been proposed [37].
Geometric control techniques [38] attempt to engineer the evolution of the system by 
applying sequences of simple pulses. For two-level systems the pulses can be inter­
preted as effecting rotations about the x, y or z  axis, for instance, where the rotation 
angle is determined by the total pulse area, whence the name geometric control. For
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more complex systems or tasks the pulse sequences can be determined using Lie group 
decomposition techniques (see e.g. [39, 40, 41, 42, 43]). Geometric control approaches 
are particularly useful for control of spin dynamics [44], and systems with long relax­
ation times and well-separated transition frequencies, which allow frequency selective 
addressing of individual transitions.
Learning control techniques [45, 46] rely on genetic or evolutionary search algorithms 
to explore a parameter space to find control pulses that optimise a certain fitness 
function. Their main advantage is that they can be implemented in the laboratory 
without the need for a model of the system, as feedback from repeated experiments 
can be used to directly evaluate the fitness function [47, 48].
Although learning control techniques typically use feedback from repeated experiments 
to optimise the fitness of the pulses, they must not be confused with closed-loop 
feedback control. The latter typically rely on continuous monitoring of a system using 
weak measurements [49, 50, 51, 52], and the application of control fields conditional 
on the results of the measurement record although some schemes for fully-coherent 
quantum feedback have also been proposed [53]. Closed-loop feedback control has been 
demonstrated in cavity QED (quantum electrodynamics) experiments, but presents 
significant challenges in general. For instance, the back-action of the measurement 
on the system results in non-unitary evolution and complicated conditional dynamics. 
Furthermore, the need for very high detection efficiency and fast response times, appear 
limiting factors for other applications in quantum physics or chemistry.
Having concluded this brief overview of other control techniques, the remainder of the 
chapter will be devoted exclusively to variational techniques for optimal control pulse 
design. We will introduce the optimal control problem and describe a class of iterative 
solution algorithms. We then investigate their convergence properties, the optimality 
of the solutions obtained, and numerical implementations.
3.2 Optimal Control Problem
The aim of optimal control is to find a solution to the equation of motion at a specified 
time tp  which also optimises the value of a chosen objective at tp. The solution we
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seek consists of a control function, f(t), defined for a specified time interval [to, tp] and 
the corresponding density matrix, p(t), solution to the quantum Liouville equation 
(2 .2).
The basic objective is to maximise is the expectation of the chosen observable at the 
target time tp
A  =  (A(tp)) = Tr Ap{tp) (3-1)
where A  is the Hermitian operator representing the objective acting on the Hilbert 
space 7i and pitp) is the density operator that describes the state of the system at 
time tp. Although this may seem to constrain the problems that can be solved it 
is in fact general enough to encompass the simultaneous optimisation of independent 
observables as these can be defined by a composite observable [54]. An alternative 
approach, which we will not consider here, is time-optimal control [55].
The most general problems that can be considered are those where there are dissipative 
effects, such as relaxation processes. However, there are a number of physical situations 
where dissipation is insignificant on the control time scale and so in this work we will 
limit ourselves to problems where these effects are assumed to negligible, that is where 
Cp = 0 in (2.2). Hence, the systems we are now concerned with are Hamiltonian, 
although the algorithm developed can be adapted to dissipative systems as well. To 
maximise the value of the objective functional (3.1) a unitary operator, U(t), needs 
to be found that maps the eigenstates of the density operator representing the initial 
state so that they overlap the eigenstates of the observable at time tp. Suppose we 
take the density operator of the initial state to be
N
■Pfo) =
n = 1
where the eigenvalues are ordered in the following way wn  > tujv-1 • • • > itfi, and we 
suppose the observable at time tp  is given by
N
A(tp) ^   ^C^n |Q're) ifln\
n = l
and with eigenvalues ordered a n  > ®n - i > • • • «i* The required unitary operator U(t) 
must then simultaneously transform each eigenstate of p(to) i.e one of the |T )’s onto 
the corresponding eigenstate, |an), of A  at time tp , that is
U (tp) |4/n) =  | On)
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for all n such that 1 < n < N . It has been shown that the above is also true when 
the eigenvalues occur with multiplicity greater than one [11].
To return now to the two elements of the solution to the optimal control problem i.e. 
f(t) and p{t). We know that pit) is a solution to the quantum Liouville equation (2.2) 
and the Hamiltonian (2.3) is a functional of f  (t). The individual components, f m(t) 
for m  = 1 . . .  M, of the control field f  (t) have the properties that they are real-valued, 
continuous, have continuous first derivatives and are bounded for t G [to? tp], 1-e-
|| f m || =  max \fm(t)\ < oo (3.2)
to<t<tF
In a practical situation the total energy of the control fields will be a cost, which 
needs to be limited as too much energy in the system could lead to dissipative effects 
becoming significant or to destruction of the system such as the breaking of molecular 
bonds or the ionisation of an atom and we are assuming that dissipative effects are 
negligible.
The total energy of each control field, or pulse, is given by
tp
^  II f m  Hi =  J  \fmit)\2dt
to
and is finite, po is referred to as the characteristic dipole moment of the system. It 
has dimensions L T I and can be measured in m C or Debye. Choosing a constant in 
this way allows for calculations to be independent of a particular system. The control 
fields, / m, for m  = 1 . . .  M, have dimensions M L T -3 I-1 and can be measured in N 
C-1 or eV m-1 C-1.
The unitary operator U satisfies the Schrodinger equation (2.6) and hence is equivalent 
to the time-ordered exponential
ptp M
h
To find an optimal solution we need then to both maximise the value of the observable 
at time tp and minimise the cost C over the time interval, where C is given by
M Av
exp+
to m = 0
C = £  ^  H / -  111 (3-3)
m= 1
The Am’s are real, positive parameters with dimensions [A] M-1 T4 I2, where [A] is 
the dimensions of the observable. This will ensure that C and A  will have the same
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dimensions. These Am’s determine the penalties associated with each control function. 
This will be achieved by maximising the functional A  - C which is a function of, and 
hence depends directly on, A, p(tp), Am and f.
From this point on it will be more convenient to employ Liouville space notation. In 
this notation the N  x N  matrix p is written as an N 2 x 1 vector by stacking the 
columns and it is denoted by \p)) using the Liouville ket notation. The quantum 
Liouville equation is written
F) M
=  (A ) +  YI frn(t)£m)\p(t))) (3.4)
m = 1
where Cq is the Liouville operator representing the internal Hamiltonian, Ho, and Cm 
is the Liouville operator representing the interaction Hamiltonian, Hm associated with 
the control field f m. These operators are represented by N 2 x N 2 matrices.
3.3 Iterative solution algorithms
As discussed in Section 3.2 a solution consists of a control function, f(t), and the 
corresponding solution, p(t), to the quantum Liouville equation (3.4). Therefore an 
optimal solution consists of a pair (f(t),p(t)), which maximises the functional A  - C 
and satisfies the dynamical constraints. A new functional J , which depends on f  (t) 
and two variational trial functions, pv, the state of the system, and A v, the observable, 
can be defined which will include dynamical constraints.
J  = A -  V  -  C (3.5)
The dynamical term, T> is given by
V  =  It +  ^ Ctot[f(t)]\pv(t)))dt
where
M
Ctot = A ) +  frn(t)£m and f (t) =  (/i(t), . . . ,
m = l
Among other things, V  ensures that the quantum Liouville equation (3.4) is sat­
isfied [56]. For J  to have a stationary path the variation of J  under independent
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variations of Av, pv and f(t) will be zero. This will be shown in Appendix C .l to lead 
to the Euler-Lagrange Equations given by (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8).
\n fm (t)  =  ~i{{Av{t)\Cm\pv{t))) (3.6)
ihfolPvifit)) = Co + ^2 fm (t)C m  \pv(t))) (3.7)
m= 1 
M
i h ^ \ A v(t)}) = Co +  IAv(t))) (3.8)
m=1
In addition to satisfying the Euler-Lagrange equations the variational trial functions 
need to meet the boundary conditions
Pv ( to )  = Po and A v(tF) = A
As analytical solutions to sets of coupled differential equations with mixed boundary 
conditions such as these can usually not be found, iterative numerical methods are 
crucial to solve this kind of problem. These often have a common structure [27].
Procedure 1
1. Set n = 0.
2. Choose an initial trial field f  ^  (t) =  ( / ^ ( t ) ,  / ^ ( t ) ,  • • •, /i?0O )T satisfying 
(3.2).
3. Find by solving the initial value problem
M
, | =  ( f . n  4-
integrating from to to tp.
4. Find A by solving the final value problem
M
| A.mw = (r.„ 4-'
integrating from tp  to to-
5. Update the control field.
6. Test if convergence conditions have been achieved. If yes, then stop, otherwise 
increment n  by 1 and goto Step 3.
Pvit))) = (C0 + ^ 2  fm(t)Cm)\pv(t))), \Pv{to))) = \po)), (3.9)
771=1
in |; |i„ W )>  =  (£o +  X ;/™ (<)£m) |i» ( i)» , IA V f )}) =  |.4» (3.10)
771=1
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Among the oldest and most popular type of iterative solution algorithms are conjugate 
gradient methods [27], which have also recently been adapted to study optimal coherent 
control of dissipative N-level systems [57].
However, we will concentrate on a newer class of algorithms, which vary slightly from 
the above both in structure and in that two control functions, f ^ ( t )  and f  ^  (t) are 
used. The first, is used in Step 3. Between Step 3 and Step 4 f(n)(t) is updated
using and f  (n\ t )  and the test for convergence is made. This class of algorithms 
has the advantage of strong convergence properties, in the sense that it guarantees 
not only convergence of the functional J  but convergence of the control pulses and 
trajectories to a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations, as we will prove in the 
following sections.
Following [58, 59], the sequences of control fields fm +1\ t )  and fm \ t )  are generated 
using the following iterative formulae
}%+%) = (1 -  oQft1'® -  ^ < < 4 n)WIAnbi”+1)« »  (3.11)Am
&">(*) =  (1 -  j8)/W (t) -  (3.12)
Am
In each case the new control field, fm \ t )  or fm +1\ t ), is calculated using a proportion, 
1 — a and 1 — (3 respectively, of the control field fm^(t) from the previous iteration or 
of the control field (t) calculated earlier in the same iteration and a proportion, a 
and (3 respectively, of the value of fm \ t )  or fm \ t )  given by the relationship (3.6) of 
the Euler-Lagrange equations. If a  and (3 are both equal to 1 then we have precisely 
that relationship. This special case is the one proposed by Zhu and Rabitz [60] and 
generalized in [61, 62]. For a = 1 and (3 = 0 we obtain the Krotov method [27].
Since Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12) are satisfied after each iteration V  is zero and the value 
of the functional J  after n  iterations is be given by
j<»> =  ( ( i l ^ M ) )  -  E  ^  ii ii* • (3-13)
771=1
3.4 Convergence of the algorithm
The aim of this section is to show that the sequence . . . ,  J^n\ . . .  is both
increasing monotonically and bounded above and is hence convergent. Firstly a lemma
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is required and this is then followed by two theorems.
Lem m a 1 Suppose Ufa to) is such that Ufa to)-1 exists for t G [to,tp] and Ufa to)
satisfies
r\
i h - { U ( t , t Q) ) = C U { t ,ta) (3.14)
then
I ^ W »  = - | t f (n)(Mo) j | V B)( ^ ) - 1|A("Kt')»<«' (3-15)
is a solution of
i h ^ S p ^ m  =  i \ 8 f c X t ) ) )  +  |A<“>(t)». (3.16)
where'
M
£ «  =  (C0 + Y l & £ m)
771=1
and
M M
iA(n)M » = -  f ^ r n i p ^ m + E i / s ?  -  & ] ^ \ p (: K m
771=1  777=1
The proof of this lemma is given in Appendix C.2.
We wish to show that the sequence j ( ° \  J ^ \ . . . ,  J^n\  . . .  is convergent. This is 
achieved using the following theorem.
T heorem  12 For any bounded initial field f^°\t), with individual components, f m(t), 
that have the properties that they are real-valued, continuous, have continuous first 
derivatives and for [0, 2] we have
Sj(n) =  j(n+1) _  J ( n )  >  ^  ( 3  ^ )
and is bounded above. Hence as the sequence J ^  is monotonically increasing and 
bounded above it is convergent. Moreover, 5 J ^  =  0 if  (a, ft) G {(0,0), (0,2), (2,0), (2,2)}
The proof is given in Appendix C.3.
We now wish to show that the sequence of control functions and f f f l  converge. 
To do these we need to consider 4 cases and use results associated with each case from 
the proof to Theorem 12. Before we start with the cases we note that fm +1\  }}$  and
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fSP are real valued functions and that Xm > 0 for all m  such that 0 < m  < M  and 
h > 0. Also from the Theorem 12 we have that 8 J ^  \  0, i.e. 8 J ^  converges to 0 
from above, for a, (3 G [0,2]
Case 1: 0 < a < 2 and 0 < (3 < 2. For this case 8 J ^  is defined in by C.14
M A r 2‘ ( -  _  n  II f(n+1) _  f(n) 112 +1
8 J(n) \  0 implies that
5Jin) =  ^  ^  ^   1} u f £ D _ j v ,  m ( 2 _  1} n _  j w
771=1
lim || -  /M  |g =  0 and lim || />> -  fg> ||*= 0
hence
f(n+1) _  f(n) Jm Jm <
< 2
f(n+l) _  f(n) II , || f(n) _  f(n) || 
J m  J m  ll^ ^  II J m  J m  U*
II / £ +1) -  & B) III +  II /& > -  &  Hi
and therefore
Hm n/ir+i)- / i r ) m=o
n —>00
C ase 2: a = 0 and 0 < (3 < 2.
For this case we know from 3.11 that /m +1  ^ =  /m^ and from C.15 that
M
Sj{n) =  £  W 2  _  ^  (| ^  ^
777=1
\  0 implies that lim || — f j f i  \\l= 0 and hence that
n—> oo
lim || /£»+« -  /W  || |=  0
77—>00
Case 3: 0 < a  < 2 and j3 = 0.
For this case we know from 3.12 that =  / i ?  and from C.16 that
M
s jM  = £  -  1) || -  /M
777=1
8 J^> \  0 implies that lim || \\\= 0 and hence that
C ase 4: a  =  0 and (3 =  0.
For this case we know from 3.11 and 3.12 that fm +^ =  /m^ and =  fnP he. 
/m +1  ^ =  /m ^  for all n G N. Hence
Thus, in all 4 cases we have
lim || /£ + »  -  /£> ||1= 0
n —>oo
i.e the sequence of functions /m  ^ converge. Suppose this sequence converges to f m. 
Then
II /<,"> -  f m  |k<l l  &  -  / i ”+1) ||2 +  || / i " +1) -  f m  Ik
shows that the sequence fm  also converges to / m. This is expressed in the following 
theorem
T heorem  13 The sequences of control fields fm \ t )  and fm \ t )  converge quadratically 
to a function f m(t) for each m for any bounded initial field f ^ ( t )  and a, (3 G [0,2).
Notice that convergence of the field does not follow for a = 2 and f3 = 2.
3.5 Optimality of solutions
For a,/? G [0,2) Theorem 12 implies that fm \ t )  converges point wise to jfm(£) for
all t G [to,tp]- Hence, let f (t) = ( f i ( t) , . . . ,  /mOO) be the vector of control fields
that the algorithm converges to for a given initial vector of control fields f  ^ , suppose 
a,j0 G [0,2), and let p(t) and A(t) be the corresponding solutions of the initial value 
and final value equations
o  m
ih— p{t))) = + fm(t)£m)\p(t))) p(t0) =  po (3.18)
771=1
r) M
ih^A {t)))  = {C0 + Y J fm{t)Cm)\A{t))) A(tF) =  A  (3.19)
777=1
Furthermore, 5p(n\ t )  = p(t) — p ^ \ t )  satisfies the differential equation
F) M
i h - 5 p ^ { t )  =  (£> +  £  f ^ ^ r n W p ^ m  + A (n) W (3-20)
777=1
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with 5p(n\ t o )  =  0 and
M
a <">(*) =  E [ 4 B,W -  /-»(*)]£»!/*(*)»■ (3.21)
777=1
Hence, we have the formal solution
l ¥ n)W » =  - ^ l (n)(Mo) (3.22)
where to) is the Liouville space propagator satisfying the homogeneous different
equation
M
4> +  E / £ ’(*) A
777=1
with i i ^ ( t , t 0) =  I. Since limn^oo |A ^ (t)))  =  0 for all t G  [to,tp], we thus conclude 
that 5p(n\ t )  —> 0, i.e. p ^ ( t )  converges to p(t) for all t G  [to, tp\- Similarly we can 
conclude that A ^ \ t )  —»• A  for all t G  [to, tj?].
In addition, noting that f m \ t )  — > f m ( t )  and f m \ t )  — > f m ( t )  for all t G  [ t o , t p ] ,  we 
have
/m(t) =  J im / in)(t)
i fW(t.  i -
A ™  7 7 - 7 0 0
=  (1 -  a) lim /£> «)  lim ( ( ^ ( ^ J p ^ ) ) )
7 ry ^
= ( l - « ) / m( i ) -  ( ( ^ ) |£ m|p(i)))
^ 7 7 7
which implies the first Euler-Lagrange Equation (3.6) for a ^  0. For a  =  0 we can 
similarly conclude
f m ( t )  =  lim f £ \ t )
77—7 0 0
=  (1- /3 )  lim />>(*) -  ^  lim ((iM (7 )|£m|p(»)(4)»
n —> 0 0  A m  n—*oo
o /y  ^
= (i -  « /» ( t )  -  — ((^w i^ I p W))
/ 7777
which also implies the first Euler-Lagrange Equation (3.6) but this time for (3 ^  0. 
For a  = (3 = 0 we have trivially f m ( t )  =  f m \ t ) .  This proves the following:
T heorem  14 For 0 < a, (3 < 2 the solutions p^ n\ t )  and A^n\ t )  of Equations (3.18) 
and (3.19) converge to functions p(t) and A(t), respectively, for all t  G  [ t o , t p ] .  Also 
for ( a ,  ( 3 )  ( 0 , 0 )  the solution ( p ( t ) ,  A(t), f m(t)) satisfies the Euler-Lagrange Equations
(3.6), (3.7) and (3.8).
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This may seem to suggest that the choices made for the algorithm parameters a  and 
and for the initial fields are irrelevant. However this is not necessarily so as the 
variational function J  will generally have many critical points, some of which will be 
close to the global maximum, while others may correspond to minima, saddle points 
or local maxima far from the global maximum and the choice of the parameters and 
initial field can influence which critical point the algorithm converges to.
3.6 Critical points, local vs global maxima
We have shown in Section 3.4 that the generalised algorithm described in Procedure 3.3 
converges to the Euler-Lagrange equations even for (a, ft) ^  (1,1), which is a necessary 
condition for the solution to be a local maximum of the functional J. However it is 
not sufficient to ensure that the solution is a local maximum much less to ensure 
global optimality. We now address the question of how to assess the actual “degree of 
optimality” of a solution found by the algorithm.
In principle, we can determine if a particular solution (critical point) corresponds to a 
local minimum, local maximum or saddle point of the functional J  by computing its 
Jacobian matrix at the critical point and determining if it is positive definite, negative 
definite or indefinite. However, even this information may not be useful in practice. 
Indeed, a critical point for which the value of the functional J  is close to its global 
maximum may be more useful for practical purposes than a local maximum for which 
the value is far less than the global maximum, even if the former is a local minimum 
or saddle point. The problem is complicated by the fact that the actual value of the 
global maximum of J  is generally unknown.
We can simplify the problem by considering only the value of the objective functional 
A  at the target time, or rather the relative yield
va^ f ~  to) = ----------------------------------------  ^ (3.24)
m&xKtF){(A (tF)) : p(t0) =  po}
where the denominator is the maximum of {A(tp)) over all possible final states p(tp), 
subject to the constraint that the system is initially in the state po. The global 
maximum of (A(tp)) is given by the maximum eigenvalue amax of A, and is assumed 
exact if the system is in an eigenstate corresponding to amax at time tp. However,
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the global maximum amax is not usually attainable even if the system is completely 
controllable and there are no constraints on the controls.
For Hamiltonian systems the evolution of the system must be unitary, which restricts 
the set of states that are reachable from the initial state, and leads to tighter kine- 
matical bounds on the expectation value of all observables. Concretely, if wn are the 
eigenvalues of the initial density operator p0 and an those of the observable A, in both 
cases counted with multiplicity and ordered in a non-increasing sequence, then we 
have
N  N
^ u ; nttjv+l-n < (Mt)) ^  ^ 2 wnCLn, Vt. (3.25)
n= 1 n=1
For a completely controllable (finite-dimensional) Hamiltonian system there always 
exists a target time T  <  oo such that these bounds are dynamically attainable for 
tp < T  but the value of T  is usually unknown.
It is very important to realise that the functionals Tr[Ap(tp)\ and J  have different 
critical points and global extrema, and that the class of algorithms described here are 
designed to find critical points of the functional J , not the unconstrained objective 
functional alone, i.e. we are in fact searching for the best trade-off between maximising 
the observable and minimising the cost while satisfying certain dynamical constraints. 
Note that the algorithm actually requires Xm > 0 for all m  =  1 . . .  M, and fails for 
Am =  0 as the magnitude of the control field will tend to oo as Am —► 0.
3.7 Numerical Implementation
In each step the iterative algorithm requires the solution of an initial and a final value 
problem, which requires numerical methods. In general, a variety of numerical tech­
niques can be used to solve the equations. Among the most popular in the literature 
are Runge-Kutta and Runge-Kutta-Felberg methods such as the 4/5th order ODE 
routines implemented in matlab. However, for systems subject to essentially Hamil­
tonian dynamics it is desirable to use numerical discretisations that preserve the Lie 
group structure, in our case the geometry of the unitary group.
A number of very sophisticated Lie group techniques have been developed [63], and 
we implemented and tested some higher-order Lie group methods. However, for the
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applications we studied these techniques did not appear to result in significant im­
provements of the numerical solutions, while increasing the complexity and execu­
tion times of the algorithm. Rather, we obtained good results with a simple Euler- 
type discretisation, where the time interval, [to,tp] was divided into J  equal parts 
of length A t = (tp — t0) / J ,  hence the end of the j th time subinterval is given by 
tj = to+ jA t .
Only one control field was to be employed, hence f  =  /  and f  =  / .  The values of 
/ ,  / ,  pv and Av after time tj of the nth iteration are given by f j n\  f j U\p f^  and 
respectively. The algorithm developed is as follows:
1. Choose an initial field,
2. Set = po for all n.
3. Set A =  A  for all n.
4. Set maximum number of iterations to be performed.
5. Set a tolerance value for the change in W.
6. Set n = 0
7. If n > 0 calculate the field f j n  ^(t) for j  from 0 to J  — 1 using
j f ( t )  =  (1 -  a )/jn_1) -  y  {{■Ajr,-1)(t)|£|^")(i)» (3.26)
8. Calculate the Hilbert space propagator and pf^  for j  from 0 to J  — 1 using
ujn) =  e x p j - ^ A i
pfP = u f p p i u f  ]t
H 0 + P n)Hi
9. If n > 0 calculate the last component of the field, f j ^ i t )  using
ff\t)  = { i -  apf-*
10. Test to see if maximum number of iterations have been performed. If so stop, 
else continue.
11. Calculate the value of functional, using
W to  =  1/ri2  2 [/jn>]2 +  £ [ / j " > )a}
3= 1
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12. If n > 0 calculate — W^n 1^ . If this value is less than the tolerance chosen
in Step 5 then stop.
13. Calculate the field f^n\ t ) ,  the Hilbert space propagator and for j  from 
J  through to 1 using
15. Increment n  by 1 and go to Step 7.
3.8 Realisation of optimal pulses in the laboratory
The procedure we have followed so far was to start with a physical situation, make 
simplifying assumptions, formulate a model and find a method for solving the resulting 
optimal control problem. Although the latter is usually a complicated inverse problem, 
we have shown that there is a particular class of iterative algorithms, which have good 
convergence properties and yield control pulses that are at least weakly optimal in the 
sense that the converged field and corresponding trajectory satisfy the Euler-Lagrange 
equations. We shall now discuss briefly how the optimal control pulses obtained the­
oretically can be implemented in practice using pulse shaping technology.
A standard experimental setup for creating shaped pulses, consisting of a pulsed laser, 
diffraction gratings (DE), an acoustic optical modulator (AOM) and a phase shifter 
(PS) is shown in Fig. 3.1. The (Gaussian) wave packet emitted by the pulsed laser 
passes through a diffraction grating, which effectively Fourier-transforms the pulse, 
turning a narrow time-domain wave packet into a broad frequency-domain wave packet. 
The different Fourier components are then individually manipulated, e.g., using an 
acoustic optical modulator to attenuate the values of certain frequency components as
i f ( t )  = ( i -  0)f w (3.27)
14. Calculate the first component of the field, (t) using
ft\t)  = ( i -W ow - f < ( 4 n)wi£Un)w)>
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s h a p e d  p u ls eDG
AOM / PS
G a u ss ia n DG
a s e r
Figure 3.1: Schematic of experimental pulse shaping setup
Figure 3.2: Attenuation of the frequency components of a Gaussian pulse using AOM
shown in Fig. 3.2, followed by a phase shifter to change the phase of each component. 
Finally, the modulated frequency components are recombined with a second diffraction 
grating, resulting in a complex time-domain pulse.
To utilise this setup to implement our control pulses, all we have to do is to convert our 
time-domain pulses to the Fourier domain by taking the Fourier transform. Since we 
compute the values of the field only at discrete times, it is natural to use the discrete 
Fourier transform. Taking discrete Fourier transform of the (real) vector representing 
our optimal pulse results in a complex vector. The absolute values of the components 
of this vector correspond to the magnitudes of the frequency components of the pulse; 
the polar angle to the phase.
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Knowledge of the shape and magnitude of the time-domain pulse produced by the 
pulsed laser and the parameters of the diffraction grating allows us, in principle, to 
calculate the frequency domain wave packet. If the incoming pulse is Gaussian then 
the Fourier-transformed pulse will have also have a Gaussian profile, and we can cal­
culate its width and height from the width and height of the original pulse. The 
information about the amplitude and phase of the Fourier components can therefore 
be used directly to calculate the necessary attenuations and phase shifts to implement 
the desired pulse with the pulse shaping setup shown.
The accuracy with which we can reproduce complicated pulses depends on the band­
width and frequency resolution, which are determined by the number and width of 
the cells of the AOM/PS, respectively, and of course, the spectrum of the input pulse 
and the details of diffraction gratings used.
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Chapter 4
Application of Optimal Control of 
Quantum Systems
Having shown how to calculate optimal pulse shapes and how to implement them in 
the laboratory, the next logical step is to apply the technique to problems of practical 
interest. We will mainly focus on selective excitation of a particular mode for complex 
multi-level systems, which is a central problem in atomic and molecular physics, mode- 
selective chemistry, and more recently, solid-state quantum technology. Among the 
specific examples we consider are the excitation of a certain mode in a generic three- 
level A system, the selective excitation of a particular quantum dot in an ensemble of 
dots that is globally addressed by a single laser field, and the selective excitation of a 
vibrational mode for a simple molecule.
4.1 Generic 3-level system
In Section 2.6.2 a two-fold-degenerate internal ground state and an excited state in 
a A configuration (see Figure 2.2) was introduced and shown not to be controllable 
when driven by a single mixed-polarisation field. In particular, one can show that, 
if the system is driven by a single field which contains an equal mixture of cr+ and 
a~ polarisation, then it can be decomposed into a two-level system comprised of the 
superposition state (|1) +  |3 ))/\/2  and the upper state |2), as well as a decoupled 
‘dark state’ ( |1) — |3))/>/2.
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With respect to the basis {11), |3), |2)} the internal Hamiltonian H 0 and external 
Hamiltonian Hi are given by
1— 1 1 0 0 ^ ( 0 0
e
£ ii CO
l 
'
0 - 1 0 , H i = d 0 0 1
1 0 0 + 2  j I 1 1 ° y
For generic systems in general we define characteristic or base units for the angular 
frequency and for the dipole moments. Take these to be ujq for the angular frequency 
and po for the dipole moment. For this system put e =  Huj0 and d = po. The control 
fields will then be in units of PO
The decomposition is achieved by applying the change of basis
{|1>, |3>, |2 »  -  {(|1> + |3»/V2, (|1) -  |3))/V2, |2»
. With respect to this basis the Hamiltonian matrices are given by 
/  i n n \  ^ 0 0  y/2 \
\
- i 0 0
0 - 1 0
0 0 +2
Hx = d 0 0 0
\  y/2 0 0
There is no change in the internal Hamiltonian but the entries in the external Hamilto­
nian show that the only possible transitions are between the ‘light state’ (|1) + 13))/\/2 
and the excited state |2). Thus the ‘dark state’ has become decoupled from the sys­
tem.
Therefore, if the system is initially in the superposition state (|1) +  |3 ))/\/2  we can 
transfer 100% of the population to the upper level |2). Figure 4.1 shows that this 
can almost be achieved using the algorithm. However, because of the decoupling, if 
the system is initially in the dark state (|1) — |3))/\/2  then it is not possible to get 
any population in the upper state |2). Calculations using the algorithm verify this. 
Whatever values of the parameters n, f3 and A are tried, the algorithm always converges
to the zero control field, regardless of the initial field used to start the iteration.
If the system is initially in the left ground state |1) then the maximum population that 
the upper state |2) can attain is 50% as |1) =  (|1) -f- \2>))/y/2 +  (|1) — |3 ))/\/2  /y/2. 
Figure 4.2 shows the result of using the algorithm to find a control field to effect this 
population transfer and demonstrates that a value of very close to the 50% limit can
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After 100 iterations (a=1.00, (3=1.00, A=1.00, A t=0.05, f(0)=sin(co0t)/A)
0.1
0
- 0.1
1
—  pop 1
- pop 2
- pop 3
<A(tf)> = 99.632 percent
40
Time (in units of 27i/coQ)
Figure 4.1: Excitation of upper level |2) for a A system, initially in the superposition 
state (|1) +  |3))/\/2 , driven by a single mixed-polarisation pulse. The shaped pulse 
achieves almost 100% population transfer, ujq is the characteristic frequency of the 
system. The control field is measured in units of Hcjq/ po where po is the characteristic 
dipole moment of the system.
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After 100 iterations (a=1.00, [3=1.00, X=1.00, At=0.05, f{0)=sin(co0t)/X)
0.05
-0 .05
pop 1 
pop 2 
pop 3
-§0.5
C l
<A(t )> = 49.825 percent
40
Time (in units of 27t/co )
Figure 4.2: Excitation of upper level |2) for a A system, initially in the left ground 
state |1), driven by a single mixed-polarisation pulse. The shaped pulse achieves close 
to the optimum of 50% population transfer, uo is the characteristic frequency of the 
system. The control field is measured in units of hcuo/po where p0 is the characteristic 
dipole moment of the system.
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be obtained this way. This scheme could be used to directly distinguish between the 
superposition states (|1) +  |3))/>/2 and (|1) — |3))/\/2  by continuously driving the 
system with a resonant field which is an equal mixture of a+ and a~ polarisation. 
Suppose the system is initially in the light state (|1) +  |3})/\/2- When driven by the 
field described there will be population transfer to the excited state which, in time, 
will decay and fluorescence will be seen. However if the system is initially in the dark 
state the field will not transfer population to the excited state, as they are decoupled, 
and there will be no fluorescence.
It was also demonstrated in Section 2.6.2 that when two (independent) fields with 
suitable polarisation are applied the system is controllable. Figure 4.3 shows two 
optimal fields calculated by the algorithm. The effect of these fields is to transfer 
population, initially in equal amounts in the two ground states, completely to the 
upper state.
4.2 Control of ensembles of quantum dots
Simultaneous controllability of an ensemble of non-interacting quantum dots implies 
in particular that it is possible to selectively excite a particular dot with a single 
laser pulse without the need for selective addressing. If the energy level of the dots, 
and hence their resonance frequencies, are different, a standard approach would be to 
use frequency-selective addressing using simple, e.g., Gaussian pulses resonant with the 
transition frequency of the dots to be excited. However, this may be less than optimal, 
especially when the pulse length is kept to a minimum to achieve fast operations, 
which would be crucial in quantum information processing applications. The question 
therefore naturally arises as to whether, or not, the results could be improved using 
optimally shaped pulses.
4.2.1 Selective excitation, the benefit o f pulse-shaping  
for 2-level system s of dots
To address this question, we consider an ensemble of five quantum dots, modelled as 
two-level systems with energy differences q  of 1.32, 1.35, 1.375, 1.38, and 1.397 eV. If
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- 0.1
CNJ
T3
- 0.1
pop 1 
pop 2 
pop 3
<A(t )> = 100.000 %
40
Time (in units of 27i/co )
Figure 4.3: Excitation of upper level |2) for a A system, initially in state (|1) — 
|3))/\/2, simultaneously driven with two independent control fields with o~ and cr~ 
polarization, respectively. As expected, 100% population transfer is achieved. The 
algorithm parameters used are a = 1, (3 = 1, X\ = 1 and A2 =  1. The initial trial fields 
were = sin(cj0£)/Ai and f ^  =  sin(o;ot)/A2 . ljq is the characteristic frequency 
of the system. The control fields are measured in units of hcuo/po where po is the 
characteristic dipole moment of the system. The figure shows the results after 100 
iterations.
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inter-dot coupling is negligible, the internal system Hamiltonian is
H 0 = diag(JT0,i, • • • > # 0,5), #cu = ee^z/ 2 (4.1)
and the Hamiltonian that describes the coupling to the external driving field is
where dg is the dipole coupling of the i th dot to the field. Even if we assume, for 
simplicity, that all the dipole couplings are equal dt = 1 for t  =  1 , . . . ,  5, the dots are 
still simultaneously controllable, and in particular we can selectively excite a single 
dot without spatial addressing.
Selective excitation of a particular dot requires sufficient frequency resolution. In 
particular, the frequency resolution Auj should be less than the difference between 
the transition energy of the target dot and the next closest transition energy (divided 
by h). Thus for selective excitation of the first dot we need Auj < 0 .03  [eV/ h), and 
thus a pulse of length tp > 27r/0.03 ~  200 time units. However, the selectivity of 
population transfer achieved by a 200 time unit pulse depends significantly on the 
pulse shape.
Figure 4.4 shows the evolution of the ground and excited state populations of the 
dots if we simply apply a 7r-pulse, resonant with the transition frequency of the first 
dot with Gaussian envelope A{t) = qy/Trexp[—q2(t — tp /2)2], where q = 4/ tp  and the 
target time is tF = 200 time units (~  130 fs). Although the pulse achieves almost 
100% population transfer from the ground to the excited state for the target dot, it 
also leads to significant unwanted excitation of energetically adjacent dots. This effect 
becomes even more pronounced as the pulses become shorter, or the differences in 
transition frequencies of the dots smaller.
Figure 4.5 shows that we can considerably improve the results in this case using shaped 
pulses. The shaped pulse still achieves near perfect excitation of the target dot but 
considerably reduces the overall excitation of the other dots. More importantly though, 
while there is some remaining transient excitation of the other dots, the shaped pulse 
ensures that the populations of the excited states return to (almost) zero at the target 
time, except for the target dot, for which the excited state population is almost 1.
Hi =  diag(Jf1>1}. . . ,  H i>5), H lte =  d£ax/ 2 (4.2)
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Gaussian 71-pulse resonant with transition frequency of dot 1
— 0.03
J= 0.02 
>  0.01 
o 0 
— - 0.01 
1 -0.02 
--0 .0 3
1
0.8
—  dot 1, ground state pop.
—  dot 1, excited state pop
—  dot 2, ground state pop 
  dot 2, excited state pop.
0.6
o. 0.4
0.2
<A(t )> -  70.639
S  0.5
-0.5
80 100 
Time (in units of 2k/(£>q ~ 0.65 fs)
120 140 200160 180
Figure 4.4: Selective excitation of dot 1: control field (in units of 105 V m_1) and
evolution of the populations for a frequency-selective Gaussian pulse.
uq =  9.67 x 10lorad s-1. Control field /  =  ( 1 / 5 0 ) exp(—(l/5 )2(t —100)2) sin(a;ot)/A.
The pulse shown in Figure 4.5 was obtained using the iterative optimal control algo­
rithm developed in Section 3.7. The starting point for the algorithm was the Gaus­
sian pulse shown in Figure 4.4. The observable to be optimised was chosen to be 
A  =  diag(P, Q, Q , Q, Q), where P — 11) (11 is the projection onto the upper level and 
Q =  — P  to reflect our objective of simultaneously maximising the excited state pop­
ulation of the first dot and minimising the excitation of all other dots. Note that 
this is not the only possible choice of the observable but the results of the algorithm 
depend significantly on the choice of the target observable. For example, choosing 
A' =  diag(P, 0, 0, 0, 0) is a bad choice and does not improve results because, although 
the initial Gaussian pulse accomplishes the objective of achieving 100% population 
transfer for the target dot, the populations of the other dots do not affect the expec­
tation value of A' and hence the algorithm does nothing to alter the pulse shape in an 
attempt to suppress the off-resonant excitation of the other dots.
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Optimized pulse and evolution
0.03
•g 0.02
>  0.01nO n
g - o .o i
^ - 0.02
-0.03
—  dot 1, ground state pop.
— -  dot 1, excited state pop
—  dot 2, ground state pop 
  dot 2, excited state pop.
0.6
0.2
-0.5
80 100 
Time (in units of 27t/co = 0.65 fs)
120 200140 160 180
Figure 4.5: Selective excitation of dot 1: control field (in units of 105 V m_1) 
and evolution of the populations for an optimally shaped pulse after 200 iterations. 
ljq =  9.67 x 10 15 rad s _1.
Initial trial control field =  (l/50)v /7rexp(—(l/5 )2(t — 100)2) sin(cj0t)/A. 
Algorithm parameters are a = 1, (3 =  1 and A =  4.
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After 307 iterations (a= 1 .00, (3=1.00, A=4.00, A t=0.05, f^ 0)=sin(co0t)/^)
0.01
■O
- 0.01
QD1 pop 0 
QD1 pop 1 
QD2 pop 0 
QD2 pop 1
<A(t )> = 99.850 %
-§0.5
Cl
100
Time (in units of 2 tc/ c o  )
200150
Figure 4.6: Selective preparation of superposition state (|0) +  |l) ) / \ /2  in dot 1: optimal 
control field (in units of 10° V m_1) and corresponding evolutions of the populations. 
cj0 = 9.67 x 10 lo rad s -1.
4.2.2 Selective p rep a ra tio n  of a  su p e rp o sitio n  s ta te
A more interesting application than selective population inversion is the selective 
preparation of superposition states in one or more dots. As a specific example we 
consider the case of preparing dot 1 in the superposition state 14/) =  (|0) +  |l) ) /\ /2 . 
To compute the optimal pulse we choose the observable A  =  diagfF, Q, Q, Q , Q) where 
S  is the projector onto the desired superposition state [T)(T|, and Q =  — 11)(11 as 
before. The results are shown in Figure 4.6.
4.2.3 S im ultaneous ex c ita tio n  of two do ts
We can also design pulses that perform certain operations on more than one dot 
simultaneously. A simple example is simultaneous population inversion in dots 1 and
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After 500 iterations (a=1.00, fM .00 , A=4.00, At=0.10, f^=sin(co0t)/A)
0.02
- 0.02
1
C/3C_o
^ 0 . 5
Q_O
CL
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0 200 400 600 800 1000
Time (in units of 27t/co0)
Figure 4.7: Simultaneous excitation of dots 1 and 3 for five-dot ensemble. Applying 
the optimal control pulse (top) leads to complicated system dynamics (bottom) but 
the net effect is a simultaneous population inversion in dots 1 and 3, while the ex­
cited state populations of all other dots return to 0 at the final time (and the their 
ground state populations return to 1). Both control fields in units of 105 V m-1. 
uq =  9.67 x 10 15 rad s _1.
3 without excitation of the other dots in the ensemble. Note that we have to choose a 
longer pulse to selectively excite dot 3 because the energetically closest dot (No. 4) is 
only detuned by Aao =  0.005 [eV/h], which suggests a pulse of length tp  > 27t/0.005 ~  
1250 time units to ensure sufficient frequency resolution. However, Figure 4.7 shows 
that we still achieve very good results using optimally shaped pulses that are only 
1000 time units long.
<A(t )>=99.346%
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0.02
- 0.02
0.01
  QD1 pop 1
-  -  QD2 pop 23  0.5Q. <A(t )> = 99.881%
100 150
Time (in units of 27i/co  )
200
Figure 4.8: The top and middle graphs show the two independent applied fields (both 
in units of 105 V m_1) calculated by the algorithm for the selective excitation of dot 
1. The bottom graph shows that the effect is to transfer the population in the ground 
state of dot 1 to the excited state, luq — 9.67 x 10 15 rad s ~l . Algorithm parameters 
are a = 1, (3 — 1, Ai =  4 and A2 =  4.
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4.2.4 Control o f ensem ble containing two identical dots
In this section we return to the 5-dot ensemble, considered in Section 2.6.1, where 
dots 1 and 4 are the same. It was shown that this ensemble is not simultaneously 
controllable with a single field but if two lasers are employed then it is. Figure 4.8 
shows the result of applying two optimised control fields to get selective excitation of 
dot 1. The population of dot 1 is initially in the ground state and is transferred to the 
excited state with a yield of 99.881%.
4.3 Control of vibrational states
4.3.1 Hydrogen Fluoride M odel
The hydrogen fluoride molecule is a polarised linear molecule with 24 vibrational states 
each associated with different energy levels. However, we shall consider only the first 
ten vibrational states as the probabilities of achieving the energy levels required for 
the next fourteen vibrational states are small and ignoring these states will have little 
effect on the activity at the lower levels. A further modelling assumption is that 
the only dipole moments taken into account are those between neighbouring energy 
levels as the matrix elements for non-adjacent energy levels are comparatively small. 
To model this situation the values of the energy levels and the values of the dipole 
moments are required. We shall assume a Morse Oscillator model where the energy 
levels are given in [64] by:
where B  = 0.0419. In terms of fkoo =  7.882 x 10 20 J  =  0.492 eV  the values of E n 
are 0.4948, 1.4529, 2.3691, 3.2434, 4.0758, 4.8663, 5.6149, 6.3216, 6.9864 and 7.6093 
for n  =  1 . . .  10 respectively. A Hilbert space H  of dimension 10 is employed. With 
respect to the standard basis {| 1), |2), . . . ,  ] 10)} the internal Hamiltonian, H q will be 
given by a 10 by 10 diagonal matrix with these values of En on the leading diagonal. 
11) is the ground state.
Using the Morse Oscillator model the dipole moment for transition from level n  to n+1  
is poy/n where po = 3.24 x 10-31 mC =  0.097 Debye. In terms of po and with respect
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to the standard basis for 7i the interaction Hamiltonian is given by Hi, where
9
Hi = V n ( \n )( ,n>+ 1| +  |n +  l)(ra|)
n = l
For convenience we shall use the standard units fkuo for the energy, 2t:uq1 =  8.41 fs 
for the time and EjOqPq1 =  2.4327 x 1011 Vm_1 for the electric field strength.
To be able to selectively address individual transitions, the frequency resolution of the 
pulse should be better than 27r/(un —un+i). Noting that the frequencies for transitions 
between adjacent energy levels are u n = (En+i —En)/h  = uJo(l — Bn) and the detuning 
is A = h(un — (jJn+i) = TlujqB for all n, this implies that the target time tp should be 
greater than 2tt(ujqB) ~ 1 & 200fs (1 / B  time units), and we shall see that the yield, i.e., 
expectation value of the observable at the target time, generally increases for larger 
tp as long as dissipative processes are negligible.
We must also choose a sufficiently small time step A t  to be able to resolve all relevant 
frequencies when we numerically solve the differential equations. In general, A t  should 
be sufficiently smaller than the inverse of the largest frequency vmax we wish to resolve. 
For instance in our example, we want to resolve at least frequencies up to vmax — 
ujq/{2 'k), if possible, and thus A t  should be less than 1/10 time units, and a smaller 
time step will be required if the system is driven hard. However choosing a larger A t  
can be useful in avoiding solutions with high-frequency components.
Next we must choose the penalty weight 1 A, which determines the trade-offs between 
maximising the objective and minimising the costs. The choice of A is very important. 
If, on the one hand, we choose A small we may theoretically achieve high yields but we 
are likely to obtain control pulses that are more complex and energetic than necessary, 
and hence may be harder to reproduce in the laboratory, or may result in unnecessarily 
complex dynamics with possible undesirable side effects. Also, very small values of A 
and the resulting hard pulses will require a very small time step to ensure convergence 
of the numerical algorithm, and may also result in pulses with unwanted high-frequency 
components. On the other hand large A will over emphasise the cost and tend to result 
in low yield solutions. Unfortunately, there does not appear to be any simple rule for 
choosing A.
1Since we are dealing with only a single field, we shall drop the index m  for the remainder of this
section.
Lastly we turn to the question of how to choose the initial trial fields to start the 
algorithm and the algorithm parameters a  and (3. Again the choices made can signifi­
cantly influence the solution that the algorithm converges to, but there is simple rule 
for making good choices. Sine and cosine waves of fixed frequency and magnitude, 
Gaussian wave packets or even random noise are popular choices for the initial trial 
field. Our extensive trials suggest that, given that the frequencies and magnitudes 
of the initial fields are reasonable for the problem, most of these choices will work, 
although the resulting solutions tend to differ widely. The most important aspect 
regarding the choice of the initial fields seems to be to ensure that the magnitudes 
are large enough to prevent convergence to the zero-field solution, which can occur if 
the first few fields result in zero yield of the observable but not so large that they ei­
ther result in convergence to unnecessarily hard pulses, or that they lead to numerical 
instabilities.
4.3.2 Selective excitation  of m ode |7)
The first problem to be attempted is to assume that initially the total population is 
in the ground state and to find a shaped pulse that will transfer the total population 
to the seventh level, i.e. po =  |1)(1| and A  = |7)(7|.
A number of choices of algorithm parameters have to be made. These include the 
initial trial field, a, (3 and A. A sine wave was chosen for the initial trial field and after 
some experimentation a value of 5.5 was chosen for A. It is shown in Chapter 3, section 
3.4 that the values of a  and [3 must be in the following range 0 < a, [3 < 2.
Experimentation is used again in finding suitable values of a and (3. Figure 4.9 shows 
the % yield given by various values of a  and (3. From this we can see that many 
different pairs of values can give a high yield and the shape of the fields are also quite 
different. From among all the possible pairs of values a  =  0.6 and (3 = 1.2 were chosen. 
Figure 4.10 shows the resultant field, the evolutions of the various the populations and 
the behaviour of the observable from to to tp. The pair of values for a  and [3 were 
chosen because the yields they gave were high.
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4.9: Graph of yield against a and f3 for transfer of population from |1) to |7)
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After 100 iterations (a=0.60, (3=1.20, A,=5.50)
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c  -0 .0 5
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200 300250
Figure 4.10: Top graph shows the optimal control field. The middle shows the evo­
lutions of the populations. The bottom graph shows the evolution of the observable. 
ujq =  7.47 x 1014. Initial trial field / ^  =  sin(o;ot)/A. Field strength measured in 
units of hcJoPo 1 — 2.4327 x 10n V m_1.
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4.3.3 Inversion of therm al equilibrium
The second problem was to find a shaped pulse that would invert the population. Thus
Initially the system was in thermal equilibrium. That is the population in each level is 
proportional to the negative exponential of its energy level. Hence, in this case,
The initial trial field was again chosen to be a sine function. However after some 
experimentation the value of A chosen for this problem was 1.5. Having fixed these 
the yield was calculated for values of a  and /? in the range 0 < a, (3 < 2. Figure 4.12 
shows the results of these calculations. Again there were many pairs of values for a  
— and (3 which gave high yields, a = 0.20 and (3 = 1.10 were chosen.
the population that is initially in level n is transferred to level 11 — n  for 1 <  n  < 10.
where Pn is the population of level n  and En is the energy of level n  and
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Figure 4.11: Graph of yield against a and j3 for inversion of thermal equilibrium
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After 100 iterations (a=0.20, p=1.10, ^=1.50)
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Figure 4.12: Top graph shows the optimal control field. The middle shows the evo­
lutions of the populations. The bottom graph shows the evolution of the observable. 
u>o =  7.47 x 1014. Initial trial field = sm(u>ot)/\. Field strength measured in 
units of HujoPq1 =  2.4327 x 10n V m-1. In the bottom graph the dotted red line repre­
sents the upper kinematical bound of the observable. The observable attains 88.793% 
of this value at the final time.
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Chapter 5
Robustness
5.1 Introduction
One of the problems we set out to solve in Section 4.3.1 was to find an optimal control 
field that would achieve a population transfer from the ground state to the seventh 
level i.e. po = |1)(1| and A = |7)(7|, using the notation from that section. The value 
of the observable, as a percentage, referred to as the yield, gives the measure of success 
for a given solution. It turns out that there are many possible solutions. However, 
firstly the solutions are calculated based on a model, usually imperfect, of the physical 
system, and secondly it may not be possible to replicate physically calculated solutions 
to a high degree of accuracy. For these reasons it is of interest to investigate how good 
an approximation to a calculated solution is in practice.
It has been argued qualitatively that optimal control solutions are generally insensitive 
to minor perturbations [65]. However, we would like to quantify the robustness of 
various solutions with regard to their sensitivity to noise, and see if some solutions 
can be regarded as better than others. Furthermore, we would also like to know 
how sensitive a given optimal field is with regard to inaccuracies in values of the 
system parameters such as uncertainty in values used for the energy levels and dipole 
couplings.
Our general approach to measure the robustness of the solutions is to add noise in 
some way to the field f( t) ,  or to perturb the values of certain system parameters in 
our model, and to see in each case what difference this makes to the value of the
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Solution No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
a 0 0.2 0.5 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.7
(3 0.8 1.6 1 1.2 1.4 1.8 1.2 0 0.2 1
yield % 93 92 90 95 88 91 89 89 80 86
marker > * A V 0 □ X * o +
Table 5.1: Characteristic parameters of optimal fields chosen for robustness analysis. 
Given are the values of the algorithmic parameters a, (3, the yield and the markers 
used to indicated the results for the respective solution in subsequent graphs.
yield. In the following we consider the effect of both temporal and spectral noise, 
as well as uncertainties in the values of the dipole moments and the energy levels, 
respectively.
The types of noise or modulation were added randomly up to a set incremental level. 
This was performed 100 times for each incremental level and the yield obtained. The 
means and standard deviations of these samples were calculated. Plots were made 
of the sample yields against the incremental increases in noise or modulation. The 
product moment correlation coefficient was calculated and was found to be significant 
in many cases. In these cases the line of linear regression was determined and its 
gradient used as a measure of robustness. The closer the gradient is to zero the less 
sensitive the field is to noise or modulation and the more robust the field is as a 
solution.
5.2 Fields selected for robustness analysis
In the algorithm choices of the trial control field and the parameters a, [3 and A give 
rise to different solutions. After some experimentation A as 5.5 and sine as the trial 
control function were chosen. Ten different pairs of values were selected for a. and (3 
which gave solutions with approximately the same yield. Further sections will contain 
a number of graphs comparing these solutions. Markers are used to help identify the 
line corresponding to a given solution. Table 5.1 gives the values of a  and (3 chosen, 
the yield and the marker for the ten chosen solutions. For the ten solutions the 
shape of the control field and the observable over the time interval were quite different
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Figure 5.1: Optimal control fields chosen for robustness analysis (arbitrary units)
even though the values of the yields were similar. Figure 5.1 shows the shapes of 
the control fields and Figure 5.2 observables. The following features, which we can 
observe from Figs 5.1 and 5.2 may give some indication of the degree of robustness of 
the solutions.
Solution 1. The control field has comparatively low amplitude and no high frequen­
cies. the observable oscillates towards the end of the time interval and rises rapidly to 
the maximum at the final time. The observable climbs fairly gently to its maximum 
although it does oscillate towards the final time.
Solution 2. The control field has low amplitude except for the end where the am­
plitude is comparatively very high and the frequency appears high. The observable 
oscillates towards the end of the time interval and rises rapidly to its maximum.
Solution 3. The control field has low amplitude although the amplitude does vary
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5.2: Evolution of observable for selected optimal control fields (yield in %
widely. The observable moves towards its maximum well before the final time and the 
gradient at the final time is gentle.
Solution 4. The amplitude of the control field has a slightly higher maximum than 
for fields 1 and 3 for most of the time interval. However right at the end it has a final 
flourish with some high frequencies. This is difficult to see from this small graph but 
in Section 5.6 this solution will be looked at more closely. The observable rises to its 
maximum close to the end of the time interval.
Solution 5. The amplitude is fairly stable and has a maximum close to that of field 4. 
The observable rises and then falls early in the time interval and then rapidly ascends 
to its maximum at the final time.
Solution 6. The amplitude of the control field is fairly stable throughout the time 
interval except at the end where the frequency and amplitude both increase rapidly. 
The value of the observable climbs steeply to its maximum right at the end of the time 
interval.
Solution 7. The amplitude of the control field varies in a periodic, rhythmic manner. 
The observable has a couple of attempts at reaching it maximum before its final steep 
ascent close to the final time.
Solution 8. The control field has relatively small amplitude with little variation over 
the time interval.The observable rises just above zero on a few occasion throughout the 
time interval before rising steeply to its maximum at the end of the time interval.
Solution 9. The amplitude of the control field is relatively large and varies little 
throughout the time interval. The observable fluctuates widely throughout the time 
interval and the final time is at one of its many high points.
Solution 10. The amplitude of the control field varies from small to very small. The 
observable climbs to close to its maximum about three quarters of the way through 
the time interval and gently approaches its maximum at the final time.
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5.3 Effect of Noise
5.3.1 Temporal N oise
In practice it is difficult to reproduce a pulse to match a calculated control field function 
f( t) . To simulate the physical realities the value of f ( t )  was modulated at each point 
t by adding a given percentage 77%  of the maximum value of \f(t)\. This means 
that the quantity of noise added at each moment in time was not dependent on the 
instantaneous value of f( t) .  Thus, for a given control field, the amount of noise added 
was the same throughout the time interval and the effect was greatest when the value 
of f( t )  was least.
5.3.2 Spectral N oise
It is unlikely that a control field with precisely the calculated spectral profile can be 
produced. To anticipate these fluctuations the Fourier transform of the field, / ( t ) ,  
was found. The value of both the amplitude and phase for each point of the time 
interval were perturbed by a random amount of up to rj% of its size at that point. 
The inverse Fourier transform was then performed to reassemble the field. Hence in 
this case the quantity of noise depended on and was proportional to the value of the 
spectral parameters of the field at each point in the time interval.
5.4 Effect of Uncertainty in System  Parameters
5.4.1 M odulation of values of D ipole M om ents
The model requires values of the dipole moments. These are difficult to obtain from 
experiment so they are calculated using the Morse Oscillator model. To simulate un­
certainty in these all the values of the dipole moments were simultaneously modulated 
by a random percentage of up to rj%. Thus the level of error is proportional to the 
value of each dipole moment.
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5.4.2 Error in Energy Levels
Approximations for the energy levels of the system are also required by the model. The 
method used to test the sensitivity of the pulses to the energy levels was to modulate 
all the energy levels simultaneously by a random percentage of up to 77%. Initial 
calculations showed that the yield in all cases was extremely sensitive to changes in 
energy levels and to take this into account a range of valves for 77% of much smaller than 
the size of those employed for the other types of error had to used to give commensurate 
changes in yield. However, this is offset by the fact that values for the energy levels 
can be obtained very accurately in comparison to those of dipole moments.
5.5 Combined Effect of Noise and Uncertainty
The final approach was to bring together the methods of adding noise to the control 
fields and modulating the system parameters employed so far. To take into account 
the greater sensitive of the yields to uncertainties in the energy levels a weighting 
was used. A common percentage level for each type of noise and system parameter 
modulation was used except that of energy level modulation which was l / 100t/l that of 
the others. The range of percentage temporal noise, spectral noise and dipole moment 
modulation used was from 2.5% to 25% in increments of 2.5% whereas the energy 
levels were modulated by percentages ranging from 0.025% to 0.25% in increments of 
0.025%.
All the values of r are close to negative 1 indicating strong negative correlation in 
each case. We can see that the gradient of the line of regression for Solution 2 stands 
outs as large indicating that this solution is not robust with respect to temporal noise. 
The other gradients are particularly close to zero with that of Solution 1 being the 
closest.
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5.6 Central Value and Symmetrical Bandwidth  
Limiting
To get an idea of the bandwidth of the solutions Figure 5.8 shows the magnitudes and 
gives the means of the magnitudes of the Fourier components for all ten solutions.
In each case the mean does not look like a good central value to use to symmetri­
cally limit the frequencies. This is because each field, to a differing extent, includes 
some higher frequencies with small magnitude which significantly increase the mean 
frequency. In order to find a better central value than that given by the mean the 
magnitude of all frequencies contributing less than 5% of the maximum magnitude are 
set to zero. The mean frequency is then calculated using the remaining part of each 
distribution and is used as the central value for bandwidth limiting. Table 5.7 shows 
the means before and after this process. Apart from Solution 4, which is discussed 
below, we can see that the means are significantly reduced and this method gives a 
better central value for our purposes.
Figure 5.10 shows the effect on the yield of symmetrically limiting the bandwidth of 
the the ten solutions using % increments of the central value either side of their central 
values. From this it can be seen that up to at least a 50% symmetrical cut off either 
side of the central value there is, perhaps surprisingly, little effect on the yield with 
one exception. If we look at the mean of this exceptional case (Solution 4) we see 
that it is 13.5 which is greatly above where the centre of the distribution appears to 
be and indeed the value of the mean rises after the values 5% less than the maximum 
are removed. However, if look at Figure 5.9 which shows the distribution for this 
solution with a large range of frequencies we can see that there is a significant amount 
of the distribution at high values for frequency. This shows that this distribution is 
bimodal and hence a symmetrical bandwidth restriction about a central value with 
incremental narrowing soon sets most of the distribution to zero. Barring this solution 
it seems extraordinary how robust the solutions are. Only the middle 50% of the 
distribution actually seems necessary to attain a yield almost the same as the whole 
distribution.
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5.7 Effect of other experimental limitations
As we know the pulse to be robust it is likely that we can discard such values without 
having a significant effect on the yield. Hence we set to zero any values, and their 
associated arguments, that are less than k% of the maximum value, k could typically 
be 5. The mean and standard deviation of the remaining values are then calculated. 
These, along with the maximum value, are used to form a Gaussian curve. A new 
distribution is formed using either the known value or the value from the Gaussian 
curve, whichever is the minimum. As the acoustic optical modulator might have 
typically 128 channels, the greatest 128 values are taken. These values, as magnitudes, 
and their associated arguments, form a complex distribution. The inverse Fourier 
transform is then taken to form the pulse. The yield that this pulse would give is then 
calculated. The results for each field using a value of 5% for k are given in Table 5.8. 
From the results it can be seen that 6 of the Solutions (Solutions 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 9) the 
yield drops by less than 5% and the yield of two other Solutions drop by 6% and 11%. 
This leaves just two Solutions that are seriously affected.
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Figure 5.3: Average yield (left) and standard deviation of yield (right) versus magni­
tude of temporal noise for selected control fields.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
r -0.93 -0.99 -0.97 -0.97 -0.97 -0.97 -0.97 -0.98 -0 .97 -0.95
m -0.13 -3 .5 -0.18 -0.20 -0.34 -0.59 -0.33 -0.56 -0 .57 -0.25
r ' 0.95 0.86 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.99
m! 0.13 0.62 0.14 0.15 0.18 0.25 0.19 0.30 0.38 0.19
Table 5.2: Correlation coefficients (r, r') and gradients of line of regression (ra, m!)
for the graphs of the average yield and standard deviation of the yield, respectively,
as a function of the magnitude of the temporal noise.
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Figure 5.4: Average yield (left) and standard deviation of yield (right) versus magni­
tude of spectral noise for selected control fields.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
r -0.98 -0.99 -0.98 -0.99 -0.99 -1 .0 -0.99 -1 .0 -1 .0 -0.99
m -1 .2 -1 .7 -1 .3 -2 .0 -1 .9 -2 .6 -2 .3 -2 .9 -2 .2 -1 .8
r' 0.98 0.99 0.99 1.0 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.94 0.96 0.98
m! 0.52 0.73 0.51 0.71 0.60 0.73 0.74 0.62 0.63 0.76
Table 5.3: Correlation coefficients (r, r') and gradients of line of regression (ra, m!)
for the graphs of the average yield and standard deviation of the yield, respectively,
as a function of the magnitude of the spectral noise.
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Figure 5.5: Average yield (left) and standard deviation of yield (right) versus uncer­
tainty in the dipole moments for selected control fields.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
r -0.98 -0.98 -0.97 -0.99 -0.98 -0.98 -0.99 -0.99 -1 .0 -1 .0
m -0.90 -0.82 -0.96 -1 .6 -1 .4 -1 .3 -1 .6 -1 .3 -2 .2 -2 .1
r' 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.94 0.94
m' 0.40 0.36 0.41 0.71 0.51 0.39 0.62 0.47 0.73 0.88
Table 5.4: Correlation coefficients (r, r') and gradients of line of regression (m, m!)
for the graphs of the average yield and standard deviation of the yield, respectively,
as a function of the uncertainty of the dipole moments.
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Figure 5.6: Average yield (left) and standard deviation of yield (right) against uncer­
tainty in the energy levels for selected control fields.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
r -0.99 -0.98 -0.99 -0.97 -0.99 -0.98 -0.99 -0.98 -0.99 -0.98
m -0.53 -0.43 -0.82 -0.49 -1 .8 -1 .2 -0.80 -1 .7 -0.85 -0.88
r> 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.98 1.0 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.0 1.0
m! 0.36 0.23 0.47 0.33 0.83 0.72 0.38 0.85 0.60 0.53
Table 5.5: Correlation coefficients (r, r') and gradients of line of regression (m, mf)
for the graphs of the average yield and standard deviation of the yield, respectively,
as a function of the uncertainty of the energy levels.
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Figure 5.7: Average yield (left) and standard deviation of yield (right) versus total 
magnitude of errors and uncertainties for a combination of temporal and spectral noise 
and uncertainty in the system parameters for selected control fields.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
r -0.99 -0.98 -0.99 -1 .0 -1 .0 -0.99 -0.99 -0.99 -0.98 -0.99
m -2 .2 -3 .6 -2 .4 -3 .0 -3.1 -3 .4 -3 .1 -3 .5 -2 .8 -2 .5
r' 0.99 0.61 0.98 0.96 0.84 0.89 0.88 0.62 0.74 0.96
m! 0.66 0.37 0.66 0.76 0.51 0.59 0.54 0.39 0.47 0.59
Table 5.6: Correlation coefficients (r, r') and gradients of line of regression (m, m!) 
for the graphs of the average yield and standard deviation of the yield, respectively, 
as a function of the total magnitude of errors and uncertainties for a combination of 
temporal and spectral noise and uncertainty in the system parameters.
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Figure 5.8: Fourier Transform of each Solution with value of the mean stated. The 
angular frequencies are measured in units of ujo where luo =  7.47 x 10 14 rad s-1 . 
The values on the other axes represent the moduli of the complex coefficients of the 
discretised Fourier Transforms.
Solution No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Before
After
2.35
0.872
2.09
0.898
1.94
0.906
13.5
14.7
2.07
0.891
2.59
0.841
1.86
0.828
1.85
0.820
1.42
0.876
5.83
0.847
Table 5.7: Mean of the Fourier Transform of the Solution Before and After setting to 
zero values of the magnitude that were less than 5% of the maximum.
Solution No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Y 93.8 89.9 88.6 91.8 87.1 87.7 80.4 91.5 89.9 91.2
y l 90.5 86.9 87.3 0.6 85.9 49.0 71.7 90.7 88.2 85.8
Table 5.8: Y  is original yield, Yl is the yield after limiting the field to the greatest 128 
values of the discretised Fourier Transform
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Figure 5.9: Fourier Transform of Solution 4. The angular frequencies are measured 
in units of lj0 where ca0 =  7.47 x 10 14 rad s-1. The values on the other axis 
represent the moduli of the complex coefficients of the discretised Fourier Transform. 
The relatively high frequencies are likely to be the result of numerical errors as some 
of the frequencies of the field were too high to be resolved by the time step used.
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Chapter 6
Concluding Remarks
We have considered various aspects of optimal quantum control and concentrated on 
their application to open-loop controllability of closed quantum systems subject to 
Hamiltonian dynamics.
Two results worthy of noting are among those obtained concerning the robustness of 
optimal solutions. Firstly, optimal solutions are much more sensitive to changes in the 
value of the energy levels used in the model than they are to variations in other model 
parameters or to noise. Secondly, optimal solutions give almost the same performance 
in terms of yield if only their middle frequencies are used.
The numerical implementation of the algorithm contains a number of parameters and 
chosen values describing the physical situation. It is difficult to appreciate the effect 
of changes to these. A further area of study is to examine in more detail how changes 
to, for instance, a , (3, A, the length of the time interval, the number of subintervals 
it is divided into and the features of initial trial field, could be used to develop the 
efficiency of the algorithm and the quality of the solutions it produces.
The work on robustness was applied to the Hydrogen Fluoride model. Extension of this 
to quantum dots would help to confirm which aspects may have been specific to the 
Hydrogen Fluoride model, if any, and how many of the techniques could be applied 
more generally. This would lead to a situation where a number of optimal robust 
solutions may be suggested to experimenters for investigation. Any laboratory results 
obtained would be useful feedback in further development of the algorithm.
Progress may also be made by revisiting the assumptions that dissipation takes place
in a much longer time frame than interactions with the control field and that feedback 
from some form of measurement of the system may interact so strongly with the 
system that the effects would be difficult to anticipate. The algorithm does allow for 
dissipation and just requires a more complicated numerical procedure for the evolution 
of the density matrix. Further study would be needed to extend the algorithm to 
closed-loop control.
As is often the case the process of progress to an improved algorithm is likely to involve 
a number of different lines of enquiry including some of those discussed above.
Appendix A  
Lie algebra Basics
A .l The Lie algebra su(N)
A standard basis representation [66] for the Lie algebra su(N) in terms of trace-zero, 
skew-Hermtian N  x N  matrices is
Xrr^ n =  |ra)(n| -  |n)(ra|
Vm,n =  i(\m){n\ +  |n)(m|)
hm =  i(|m)(m| — \m + l)(m  +  1|) (A.l)
where l < m < A 7’ — 1, m < n < A  and i =  \ / ^ l .  There are =  N  — 1 generators 
hm and \ t { t  +  1) generators of type xm>n and ym,n each. Hence, the total number of 
generators is N 2 — 1 and thus the dimension of the Lie algebra su(N) is N 2 — 1.
A .2 The Lie algebra so(2£ +  1)
so(N ) usually refers to the real Lie algebra of trace-zero, anti-symmetric matrices 
[66]. However, since we are dealing with subalgebras of su(N) generated by N  x N  
skew-Hermitian matrices, we require a representation of so(N) in terms of trace-zero, 
skew-Hermitian matrices. For N  = 2^+1, the standard representation of the complex 
Lie algebra B£ [67] leads to the following skew-Hermitian basis for the real Lie algebra 
so( 2 £ + l):
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hm = i(\m  +  l)(m  +  1| — \m + £  +  l)(m  +£  +  1|)
•Ecm =  *^ 1,777+1 %m+l+1,1 Vtm  =  2/1,777+1 Um+i+1,1
%em+£n =  %m+£+l,n+l t^i+TM-1,777+1 2/£m+£n =  Vm +i+l^n+l V n+ i+ l,m + l
(A.2)
•Eem-Cri *^n+l,77l+l ^771+^+1,71+^+! 2/fim —£ n  ---- 2/77+1,777+1 2 / t7 7 + £ + 1 ,7 7 + £ + 1
where 1 < m  < £ and m  < n < £. Since there are £ elements hm, x em and y6m each, as 
well as \ l ( l  -  1) elements x £m+en, y£m+£n, x £m- £n and yem-en each, the total number of
basis elements is £{2£ +  1). Thus the dimension of so(2£ +  1) is £(2£ +  1). Using the
general commutation relations
[ ^ e m J ^ t m - e n ]  =  X£n K m  7 2 /£ m ~ £ n ]  =  2/fin
K e m 5 ^ e n ] =  Xem-en ~  ^ f im + f in  [Xem^yen] =  2 / f im - f in  d "  2 /e m + e n
[a'£mj2/£m] =  —2/lm Kem±en5 2/em±en] =  —2(/lm ± / ln)  ^ ^
[^ 7715 ^em±en] — —2/em±en K' 7715 2/em±en] — £^m±£n
for m 7^  n, shows that the elements rrm and ym with
E l =  ^ £ i *£777+1 =  Zem- e m+i 1 <  771 <  ^ -  1
2/1 =  2/fil 2/771+1 =  2/£m-£m+l 1 <  771 <  ^ -  1 (A '4 ^
are not diagonal with respect to the Cartan elements hm of the Lie algebra and generate 
the full Lie algebra so(2^ +  1).
A .3 The Lie algebra sp(£)
A basis representation for the Lie algebra sp(£) for N  =  2£ in terms of trace-zero, skew- 
Hermitian N  x N  matrices can be derived from the standard basis for Ct [67]:
hm = z(|77l)(m| — |777 +  £)(m +  £\)
^ 2 e r n  =  *^777+^,777 2 /2  £m  =  2/ t77+£,777
(A.5)
* ^ £ m + £ n  =  *^777+£,77 d "  3?77+£,77l 2/ f im + £ n  =  2/777+^,77 d ~  2/ t7+^,777
*^£m —£n  =  *^77,777 ^ 7 7 7 + ^ ,7 7 + ^  2/f im - £ n  ~  2/77,777 Vm+ifU+i
where 1 < m <  ^ and m  < n  <£. Since there are £ elements hm, X2Crn and y2em each, 
as well as \ £ ( £ - l )  elements x £m+£n, yem+en, ^£m-£n and 2/£m-£n eaclb the total number 
of basis elements is £{2£ +  1). Thus the dimension of sp(£) is thus £(2£ + 1 ). Using the 
general commutation relations
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[*^2em5 ^em-£n] =  Xem+Cn b2em,2/£m-e j  =  2/em+en
[^Cm+CnJ ^ e n - e n ]  =  ‘^ { x 2em ~  X 2en )  \x e m + tn i  2 /en = -£ m ] =  2 ( y 2 e m +  2/2en )
[*^2em 5 2/2em ] =  — 2 / im  [^£m± £n 5 2/em± e n ] — —2  ( / i m =t / in )  ^ ^
[ ^ m  5 2/em ± e n [^D l) 2/em ± £ n ] —  X f.m ±Zn
for m  7^  n, shows that the elements and ?/m with
Zm =  ^£m-£m+l 1 < TO <  ^-  1 xe = X2ee
yrn =  yem-em+i l < m < £ - l  ye = y2er A^'7^
are not diagonal with respect to the Cartan elements hm of the Lie algebra and generate 
the full Lie algebra sp(£).
A .4 The Lie algebra so(2l)
Using the standard representation for the complex Lie algebra Dg [67], we can derive 
the following skew-Hermitian basis for so(2 £):
hm =  z(|to)(to| — \m +  £){m +  £\)
X £m+en =  x m+£,n x n+£,m ycm+tn =  ym+£,n ~  yn+£,m ( A . 8 )
x em— en =  x n,m x m~£,n~£ 2/em—en =  2/n,m ym+£,n+£ "
where 1 < to < £ and m  < n < £. There are £ elements hm, as well as \£{£ — 1) 
elements x Cm+en, yem+en, x em -en and 2/em- e n each, i.e., the total number of basis elements 
is £{2£ — 1). Thus, the dimension of so{2 £) is £{2 £ — 1).
To see why there is no (2£)-level system with H  = H 0 +  where Hq and Hi are
defined in (2.5) and (2.9) respectively, such that L  =  so{2£), note that
X m  ~  X f.m— tm+ 1 1 <  TO <  1 Xl =
ym = yem-cm+1 1 < m  < £ — 1 yi = yei_1+er (A‘9)
forms a minimal, complete set of generators for so(2£) \ i£ > 2 .  Each of the £ generators
ym has four distinct, non-zero entries, which corresponds to a total of A£ non-zero
entries. However, iH i for a (2^)-level system with only nearest neighbour interactions 
can have at most 2(2^—1) =  A£ — 2  non-zero entries on the first supre- and sub-diagonal. 
Hence, a (2^)-level system with dynamical Lie-algebra so(2£) must have interactions 
between non-adjacent energy levels.
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Appendix B
Proof of Contollability Theorems
B .l  Results for Odd-dimensional System s 
B . l . l  C  is a subalgebra of so(2£ -1- 1)
We first show that the Lie algebra C generated by the system H  = H '0 +  f( t )H i  with 
iHo and iH \ as in (2 .1 2 )  is
contained in ..so(2 £_+_l), i.e., C C so(2 £ +  1).
Let 2/n>m =  i(\n)(m\ +  \m)(n\). Using dn = d2e+i-n and ym,n =  yn%m we have
i
^  ] dg+i—n T^/^ .j-2—n,£+l—n “1“ y£+n,£+n+l  ^• 
n=1
n —1
To compute H '0, note that En = E\ +  X) u s- Thus, using cun = a^+ i-n  leads to
S=1
£
Tr(ffo) =  { i t  +  1)-Ei +  (2t +  1)
S=1
Hence, the energy levels E'n of Hq are E [ + 1 = 0 and
£ £+n £
^ £ + 1  -n =  ~  5 3  UJs ^ £ + 1+n  =  5 3  UJs =  5 3  L°s
s=£+l—n s= £ + l s=£+l—n
for 1 < n < £. Consequently, we have
Let a be an isomorphism of the Hilbert space of pure states defined by
f \£ + 2  — n) 1 < n  < i  + 1
=  \ (B-1)
I ( -1 )”-* -1])!) i  + 2 < n < 2 t + l
£
and set |m) =  cr(|n)) as well as Em = —  ^  ujs and d m =  dg+ i _ m . Then the
s=£+l—m
representations of iH '0 and iH \ with respect to the new basis | m) are
£ /  £ \  g
iH '0 = W |ra  +  l)(m  +  1| -  \£+ 1 +  m){£+  1 +  m|) =  ^  Emhm
771=1 \  S =l+ l—m J  771=1
*  ^ ~
iH \  =  d g (jji}2 T  yi,£+2) T  ^ + 1 —771( 2/ 777,771+1 ym +£,m+£+l) ~  ^2 d m y m
777=2 777=1
(B.2)
with hm and ym as defined in A.2 and A.4 respectively. Hence, iHq and iH \ are 
both in so (2^ +  1) and thus the Lie algebra £  they generate must be contained in 
so(2 £ +  1).
B .1 .2  L e m m a
Before we prove the theorems establishing explicit criteria for the Lie algebra £  gener­
ated by iH'Q and iH \ in Eq. (2.12) to be equal to £  = so{2£ +  1), we first show that it 
suffices to show that the Lie algebra contains one generator of the Lie algebra.
Lem m a 2 Let £  be the Lie algebra by iHq and Hi as defined in Eq. 2.12. I f  yi E £  
the xmj ym E £  for 1 < m  < I and hence £  = so(2 £ +  1).
Proof: Using Eqs (A.3) shows that y \E  £  implies [iH^yi] = e\Xi and [x^yi] = 2hi\ 
thus x i,h i  E £. Furthermore, we have
Z  ^  ^ ---- i H Q C.\hl ^   ^ ^ 777 ^ 777 5
777=2
£
YV>=iHx-  5iJ/! =
777=2
£
x S   ^ =  -j- e \ 5 i X \  — y  ^ (^m £777—1 )^ 777^7
777=2
£
Z ^ \   ^ =  €2^2X2 y   ^ (^777 € m _ l ) ( 5 m X m
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which shows the +  Z ^ \ Y ^  = —61^ 2^ 2, i.e., x 2 G £, and Z ^ \ x 2 
[x 2 ? 2/2] =  2(/i2 — hi) implies 2/2? h-2 G £. In general, defining recursively
=  €22/2 ?
yM =  Z(*-1) _  ^  yM  =  y(*-U _  SkVk! X (k) =  _  ( e ^ ) ^
shows that
-f
Vk+ 1
^■k^ k+lx k+l'>
=  e (fc+1)2/(A:+i))
2(hfe+i hfc).
Thus, rcfc+i, 2/fc+i and hk + 1  are in £  for k = 2,3, 1.
B .1.3 Theorem  4
T heorem  4. Let wm =  em+i — em for 1 < m  < i  and ujq =  e\. The dynamical Lie
algebra £  generated by the system H  = H '0 +  with iH 0 and iH \ as in (2.12) is
so(2 £ +  1) if 7^  Uq for 1 <  m  < 1.
Proof. Using the properties of the generators hm and ym leads to
'y , iVm
m=1
i- 1
m=1
V<2> = - uU v m
1 -2
771=1
V (t~l) =  [if lj, y (^ 2)l , iH'a] -  w lV (e- 2)
i- 1
771=1
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By hypothesis ^  lJq for m  > 0 and 5i ^  0, u Q = a  7^  0. Hence, all the factors in 
the last expression above are non-zero, i.e., we have y \ £  L  and thus C =  so(2 £ +  1) 
by lemma 2.
B .1.4  Theorem  5
Theorem 5. Let vm =  25^ — S^l+1 — ~5%l_ 1 for  1 < m  < I, where 5o = 5\, 61+1 =  0. 
The dynamical Lie algebra C generated by the system H  = H '0 +  f( t )H 1 with iH'Q and 
iH i a,s in (2.12) is so(2 t  +  1) i f  ujm- 1 =  luq but vm ^  v\ for a llm  £ M  — {1}.
Proof. Since oJm-i =  u 0 for all m  £ M ,  we have
— 0 - 1Z  = 2 > ) ,  yW l = J£ ( 6 l +1 -~ 5 l)hTrl.
m=1
Suppose M  — {1} has £' elements labelled mi, m2 up to m't  If vm 7^  V\ for all 
m  £ M. — {1} then
y (1) =  \ z , x ^ } - v m„ Y ^
£ '-1
Si(V! Vjn^yi 'y  ^5mk (Vmk Vme/)ymk
k=1
x (1) = [y(°),zl - v melXM
l '- l
Jmk<5i(ui 1 y   ^^ m k ( T r r i k
y (2) =  z , x (1)
Jl(ui ' V n i £ / _ 1 ) y i  y   ^ r^rtfc (^ mfc ^m e / _ 1 ) y ;
x (2) =  y w , z
^l(ui ^   ^ (Tmk Vme/') (.Vmk
k=l
-  v m ^ y v
^-2
fc=l
£'—2
k= 1
Y {e) =
fc=l
shows that yi £ C and hence £  =  so (2  ^+  1) by lemma 2.
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B .1.5 Theorem  6
T heorem  6 . The dynamical Lie algebra t  generated by the system H  =  H$ + f{t)H \ 
with N  =  2£ +  1 equally spaced energy levels ujm = uj\ and uniform dipole moments 
dm = d is so(2 £ +  1).
P roof. Note the conditions cum = u\ and dm = d are the same as u m = e\ and
5m = 5 respectively. Let y t1) =  5-iiH i and =  ex 1 iH'0, y t1) Then he =
>-i x w .y w , ye = and xt =  [yi: hf\. Thus, X£, yi E C. Next, set
y(*+1) =  y(fc) _  ye+1_k and =  X ^  — X£+i - k for 1 < k < £, and note that
h£-k =  2— o-i y (fc+1) , x ^ +1^ j ye-k — h£-k,X (k+V and xt-k = [y£-k,h£-k]. This show
that C contains all the generators xm and ym of so(2£+l). Hence, C = so(2£+l).
B.2 Results for Even-dimensional System s 
B.2.1 L  is a subalgebra of sp(£)
We first show that L  C sp(£). Let ynm^ = z(|n)(m| +  \m){n\). Using dn = c^ -n  we can 
write iH i  as,
e - i
iH \  =  d£y£t£ - f -  y  ^ dn(yn>n+i T  y2t—n,2£+i—n ) *
n—1
n —1
To compute H'0, we note the En = E\ +  8.
s = 1
Thus, using u n = U2£~n for 1 <  n < £ — 1 leads to
e-i
Tr(H 0) =  {2 t)E1 +  (2Q +  twe.
S = 1
^ -1
Hence, Tr(LT0)/ (2-Q =  JE?i +  X) + 2^  and the energy levels E'n of H '0 are E't =  —\oj£)
5=1
Eg+i — §<*>£ and
£ -1  £+n £
s = £ —n  5 = £ + l  s=£—n
for 1 < n < £ — 1. Consequently, we have
Let cr be an isomorphism of the Hilbert space of pure states defined by
f In) 1 < n < £
crfln» =  L  ; -  -  (B.3)
I +  1 - n) 1 + 1  < n  <21
*-1
and set |m) = cr(\n)) as well as Em = —\we — ws for 1 < m  < £ — 1, Ee = cue
s=m
and di = d,£. Then the representation of iH q and iH\ with respect to the new basis 
|ra) are
l , t - \  V I
iH '0 = J 2 -  ( y  +  W lm)(m l “  \£ + m)(£ + m\) =
m=1 '  s=m ' m= 1
iH i — deyep,t +  /  v dm(ym+i,m ym+i,m+i+1) = /  v dmym
m=l m= 1
with hm and ym as defined in A.5 and A.7 respectively, and we note tha t ym,m+1 — 
2/m+i.m, ym+e,m+e+1 =  ym+e+itm+e Hence, the dynamical Lie algebra generated by zi% 
and iH \ must be a subalgebra of sp(£).
B .2 .2  L e m m a
Again, before we prove the theorems establishing explicit criteria for the Lie algebra 
C generated by iH'Q and iH\ in Eq. (2.15) to be equal to C = sp(£), we first show that 
it suffices to show that the Lie algebra contains one generator of the Lie algebra.
Lem m a 3 Let C be the Lie algebra by iH '0 and Hi as defined in I f  ye G C then 
Xmi ym £ E for 1 < m  < £ and hence C = sp(£).
Proof. Using A .6 shows that ye E C implies [iH^ ye]= 2eexe and [xe,ye]= 2he] thus 
xe, he G C.
Furthermore, we have
i- i  e-i
Z U  =  iH '0 -  etht = Y ,  Y <'> =  iH , -  6 m  =  £  Smym
m= 1 m=1
t - 1
XS  ^ = \iHq, iHi] + ‘ZeeSeXe =  ^ (^^ m+1
m = 1 
I- 2
\   ^ — ee-iSe—iXe-i ^   ^(^m+1
m — 1
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which shows the +  Z ^ \ Y ^  = ee5e-iXe-i, Z ^ \x e ~ i = — ee-iye-i and 
[xi-lt ye-i] = 2(hi -  h i-1); thus xe-i, y£- i, he- 1 E C.
In general, defining recursively
tfk+i) =  Z (k) _  Ct_kht_k y(*+i) =  yW  _  St_kyt_k
X (k+1) =  _  (Q_fc+1 _  ee_k)Sl_kxe_k
shows that
j£-(fc+l) _j_ y ( fc + l)  y (A ;+ l)
xe-k-hVe-k-i
= Q -k^i-k-iXe-k-i
V(£-k-1) 
=  2 {he-k — hi-k-i).
Thus, xe-k-i, y t-k -i and hi-k- i  are in C for k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  i  — 2.
B .2.3 Theorem  7
T heorem  7 Lei ujm =  em+i — em /o r 1 < m < i  and ue =  2q. T/ie dynamical Lie 
algebra C generated by iH'Q and iH\ as in (2.15) and with the symmetrical relations 
given in (2.11) is sp(£) if  ^  cjj for m  < t.
P roof. Using the properties of the generators hm and ym leads to 
V™ =  [[*&£, iff ,] , ii%]
I
m=2
771=3
,iH 0 u U v {1)
£-1
=  6 ej]_ (u i -  u l^y i.
m=1
By hypothesis ^  u f  for m, i  and Se ^  0. Hence, all the factors in the last expression 
above are non-zero, i.e., we have ye E L  and thus C = sp(£) by lemma 3.
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B .2.4  Theorem  8
T heorem  8 . Let vm = 25^ — for 1 <  m  < £ and 5e+1 =  5e~i, <5o =  0.
The dynamical Lie algebra C generated by the system H  = Hq +  f( t)H i with iHo and 
iH i as in (2.8) and (2.9) and with the symmetrical relations given in (2.11) is sp{£) 
i f  w-m — ut but vm 7^  vi for a llm  £ M  -  {£}.
Proof.
Z  =  2-1
m = 1
Suppose M. — {£} has £! elements labelled m 2 up to m'e and let me>+i 
Then
i'+1
y «  =  [z,x<-0A - v 1Y <-°'> = Y , ^ ( ^ - ^ m 1)ymk
k=2 
^+1
k= 2
e+i
y (2) =  Z, X (1) -  om2y (1) -  ^  Jmfc (omfc -  umi)(umfc -  vm2 )ymk
T=3 .....
£'+1
 ^ =  y ( \  Z^   ^ =  ^  ^^ mkiTmk ^77ii)(^mfc
k=3
=  A
y(£/) =
A:=l
shows that ye E £  and hence £  =  sp{£) by lemma 3.
B .2.5 Theorem  9
T heorem  9. The dynamical Lie algebra C generated by a system H  = H q +  f( t)H i  
with N  = 2£ equally spaced energy levels and uniform dipole moments is sp(£).
P roof. We have xe = oj— , , -1 iH ^ i fh ,ye = -  2 1 H ^xe and he =  —2 1 xe,ye . Next,
set yW  =  Y^k ye+i-k and Z ^  =  Z^k ^ —he+i-k for 1 < k < £, with y(°) =  5 xiH i 
and Z(°) = iH L  and note that xe-k = Z^k\ Y ^  , ye-k = —2~1 Z^k\ x e - k  and
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hi-k = —2 1 xe-k, yt-k • This show that £  contains all the generators xm and ym of 
sp{£). Hence, £  = sp(£).
B.3 Theorem 10
T heorem  10. A quantum system with Hamiltonian (2.16) and (2.17) is completely 
controllable i f  dn j^ 0 for l < n < N  — and d2+1 ^  djLi-
P roof. i \ o and iV\ can be expressed as follows
N  N
iVQ = ^ E ni\n){n\+  ^  dnyn, iVi = dTyr (B.5)
n = l  n = l ,
We aim to show that the Lie algebra £ y  generated by i \ o and i \ \  contains xn = xn>n+i
and yn =  yn,n+1 for 1 < n < N  — 1. As dr ^  0 by hypothesis, iV\ = dryr implies
yr G £ v  and
A0 =  [z/r: — d,—iXf—i^+i  dr+iXr,r+2 0)TXr
Lq =  [Ao,z/r] =  dr—±yr—i -j- dr+ i y r-i-i 2 u r hr
------------- A 0 =  - [To, 2/r] =  dr—iXr—iiT+i 4- dr-!rix r r^ .+2 T ^-orx r -----------
Tq =  [Aq,?/,.] dr—iyr—i drjr\yrjri -1- 8 urhr
yields xr = (3a;)-1 (A0 +  Xq) G £ y  since ujr ^  0 by hypothesis, and hr = 2- 1[rrr ,z/r.] G 
£ y .  Furthermore, setting
Yi = 3 1(4Yo +  Yf) = dr- iy r- i  +  dr+iyr+i 
X \  =  [[*£r? Ti], yf[ = dr—\xr—\ +  dr+ixr.$-i 
Z\ =  2 1[Ai, Yi] = +  d2+1/ir+i
Y{ = 2 1[Zi, Ai] =  dj_!2/r_i +  dfr+1yr+i
X[ = 2~1 [YU Zi] =  d ^ ^ r - i  +  dl+1xr+1
leads to
=  ^ - , (  i - | ^ ) y r - i
n - 4 - i Y i  =  ^ ( i - ^ i f c + i
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x ; - c £ +ix a =  d * L i ( l - | ^ ) a v - i  
X i - c P ^ X i  =  4 +1 ( l - ^ L j x r + 1
Since d2+1 ^  d2_j by hypothesis, we have yr- 1, z r_i, yr+1 and av+i in £y . Next 
let
N
y0(1) =  iVo -  Yi = ^ 2 E ni\n)(n\ +  dnyn
n= 1 n e L 1)
y2' = [[z1,y0(1)],z1] = dr_2^ _12/’- 2 + ^ +1<ir+2yr+2
AT
y0(2) =  Yi® -  =  £ i ? „ i |n > H  +  £  +  fcr+2yr+2,
w=l n€/(2)
where / t 1) is the index set { 1 ,2 ,... ,  N  — 1} minus the subset {r — 1, r, r  +  1}, I®  
is the index set 1 ^  minus the subset {r — 2, r +  2} and kr + 2 =  dr+2 ^1 — •
Computing
A2 =  [Zi, Uq2^ ] =  d2+1Lr+2^ r+2 
Y2 = [A2, Zj] =  dr_|_j/ur+22/r+2-
shows that rrr+2, yr+2 and /ir+2 =  2- 1[£r+2, 2/r+2] G £y . Setting
Vo3) = ^  -  dr+ayr+2 
^r+3 =  ^r+S for+2 , 0^
Vr+3 =  [*^ r+3j ^r+2]
hr+z =  2_1 [a;r+3,yr+3] 
now shows that £r+3, z/r+3 are in Cy. By repeating this procedure we obtain
V f+1) = V0ik) -  dr+kyr+k
%r+k+1 — dr+^+1[/lr4.fc, Vq
Vr+k+ 1 =  [ r^+fc+15 hr+k\
hr+k+ 1 = 2  [iTr+fc+i, Z/r+fc-)-l]
which shows that xr+k+i and yr+k+i are in Cy for 3 <  k < N  — r — 2. To show that 
the elements xr-k, yr-k  for 2 < L < r  — 1 are in C y , we note that
Vr—2 =  dr_2 d1—\{Y2 dr_lridr-ir2 yr+2 )
Xr—2 =  [hr—liVr—2]
Lr_2 =  2_1[£r._2, 2/r-2]
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implies yr- 2 i x r ~ 2  £ Cy- Setting Wq2^ = VqN r ^ and
Xr-k-i =  d f f^ lh r - k ,  W0(fe)]
Vr— k— l =  [^ r—fc—lj h r— fe]
hr— k— 1 ~  2  \xr— k— l-> 2/r—fc—l]
W 0(fc+1) =  WoW  -  dr-k-Wr-k-l
shows that x r - k -  1 and z/r-fc-i are in ZV for 2 < & < r  — 2.
B.4 Theorem 11
T heorem  11. T/ze independent components of a decomposable system with Hamilto­
nian (2 .3 ) of the form (2.18) are simultaneously mixed-state controllable i f  and only 
if  the dimension of the dynamical Lie algebra £  is
L
dim C = r +  — 1)
£=1
where r < m in(M  +  1,L) is the rank of the matrix (2.19).
Proof. Assume H[f(t)\ is of the form ________  __________
M
772=1
and p(t) and Hm are of the form
pit) = diag(pi(i),.. . ,p L(t))
Hm = diag(JTm>i , . . . ,  Hm,L) m =  0,
For m  = 0 , . . . ,  M  and I  — 1 , . . . ,  L  define the diagonal generators
Em = diag^Tn.l-ZjVi, • • • ? ^m,P^Ni,)
where am,e =  Tr (Hmti) and A is the identity matrix of dimension £, and the trace-zero 
generators
Hm — diag(JTmji , . . . ,  Hmji)): 
where the blocks on the diagonal are given by
The diagonal elements Dm commute with pit) for all m  = 0 , . . . ,  M . Hence, the orbits
M
of p(t) generated by H[f(t)] and = Hq  +  f m ( t ) H m  are identical.
m—1
Let £  = £ ({H m}) be the Lie algebra generated by the trace-zero skew-Hermitian 
matrices iHm. Due to the structure of the generators, the Lie algebra £  must be a 
subalgebra of ©^=15w(i\^), and it follows from classical results [15] that the orbits of a 
generic mixed state [68] will be maximal if and only if £  =  (&f=1su(Ni).
Now let £  = £ ({H m}) be the Lie algebra generated by iHm, and £ d = £ ( { D m } )  
be the Lie algebra generated by the M  + 1 diagonal (skew-Hermitian) matrices iDm. 
Since the diagonal generators iDm commute with the trace-zero matrices Hm, i.e. 
[Dm, Hm>] =  0 for all m, m! =  1, 2, . . . ,  M , we have
£ =  £ © £ d
i.e., the Lie algebra £  is the direct sum of the Lie algebras £  and £j> Noting that 
the dimension of su(Nt) is N j — 1 and the dimension of £ d is equal to the rank of 
the matrix (2.19), we obtain the Lie algebra dimension condition of Theorem 11 as a 
necessary and sufficient condition for simultaneous (mixed-state) controllability.
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Appendix C
Convergence Results
C .l Euler-Lagrange Equations
The Euler-Lagrange Equations are
d
dt
i h ^ \ A v(t))) =
m=1 
M
771=1
The function J  is given by
M
(C.l)
(C.2)
(C.3)
j = -  /  < (i„w i j + y tot( f ) \ M t m  -  £  ^  r  \ u t ) \ 2dt
to 771=1 0
(C.4)
where
M
£ t o t  = +  a n d  f  =  (/l> / 2 5 • • • 7 I m )T
771=1
For J  to have a stationary path the variation of J  under independent variations of
Ay, pm and f  will be zero. This leads to the Euler-Lagrange equation as shown below.
Firstly, consider the variation of J  under the independent variation of f m
*tF M
((AJtM  , ,
6 t h5J S /  r " ( ( i „ ( t ) | | :  +  k tot( f ) | f t ( « ) ) > d t - ^ ^  [ tF \ U t ) \ 2 dt]lm  '  Jto 6 t  H n ^ l 2H Jto 'Sfm &fr
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a / rtp ~ 7 rtp - ?■—  ( -  / ((A^^I-Zlol^W))^- / ((A;W|z^/mAn|Pt;W)>^
O Jm  v J f 0 "> J  to a  m==1
M \ rtp \
of /  l/’"W|2*)™=i ZAi *^ 0 7771= 1
M
%
/ /“*F ~ 7' ^  \ /**F x
( -  /  < ( ^ W I x ^ /m £ m |p 0( i ) ) > d t - ^ ^  /  |/m (i)|2* )
V 4 to ft m = l m = l 2,1 •'to
Now
_AJ_ 
8  fm
= 0 leads to
-^((i„(t)|£m|p„(t)» -  ^ / m(t) = 0
A mfm(t) = - i{ (A v(t)\£m\pv(t)))
which is (C.l).
Secondly, consider the variation of J  under the independent variation of Av, i.e. 
6 J  rtF
8 AV 5AV 
Now if, in general, this is zero then
d
this leads to
|lA W »  + ^ (f ) ) |A ,W »  = o
d
M
ih— \pv(t))) = £ 0 +  ^ 2  frnCm \Pv(t)))
771=1
which is (C.2).
Thirdly, consider the variation of J  under the independent variation of pv, that is 
SJ S ' \ A \ pS f ) ) )~  f \ ( A M \ ^  + { c tot\ m ) ) d t
8  Pv 8  Pi
=  ^ - ( ( ( A \ p v ( t F ) ) )  -  ((Av{ t ) \ ^ \ m ) ) d t  -  f \ ( A v{t)\l- C tot\pvm d i )
ntF P  ptF
'to wo Jto
Using integration by parts this becomes
£  = -  [ { ( A M M t ) ) ) ) l  + T ( ( ^ ( A A t ) m t ) } ) d t
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8 J
- j f  {(Av(i) \^ £ tot\pv(t)))dt
5p =  +  Jt ^ v^ d t  +
6 JNow —- =  0 leads to 
0 pv
(( fa i t )  l l i  +  T £ t o t \ M t W dt  =  o
'to dt h
which, in general, will be true if
( \ -  + - C ' '\ id t  n toi.
f t  ' M  i t  -
—  \Av (t)})  +  — Cq +  f mCm |A v (t))) = 0
771=1
r) M
— |A v (t))}  +  -  C\ +  fmCm IA v{t)}}  =  0
771=1
d M
771=1
which is (C.3).
C.2 Proof of Lemma 1
Lem m a 1. Suppose U( t , t o)  is such that U (t , to )  1 exists fo r t  G [£o^f] cmd U(t , to )  
satisfies
d
then
is a solution of
(C.5)
(C.6)
(C.7)
Proof. Partially differentiating (C.6) with respect to t  and multiplying by ih  gives
i h ^ p ^ m  =  ( u M (i, to) f ‘ v (n)(?,  t o ) -1!A (B>(i')»(K ') 
and using the product rule
+ to)^( J* U(n\ i ,  to)-1|A(")(t')»dt')
=  ~ C U M (t,t0) J  U{n\ t ' ,  ta)-'\& {n\i!)))dt'
= c \ 5 p ^ m + \ A ^ m
C.3 Convergence of J Functional
T heorem  12. For any bounded initial field f®  (t), with individual components, f m(t), 
that have the properties that they are real-valued, continuous, have continuous first 
derivatives and for a, j3 G [0,2] we have
6 J (n) =  j ( n + 1) _  J ( n )  >  q ?
and is bounded above. Hence as the sequence is monotonically increasing and 
bounded above it is convergent.
Moreover, 6 = 0 if  (a, G {(0 ,0), (0,2), (2, 0), (2 ,2 )} .------- ------------
The proof consists of two parts. In the first part it is shown that is a monotonically 
increasing sequence and 8 J ^  =  0 if (a, ft) G {(0 ,0), (0,2), (2,0), (2 ,2)}. In the second 
part it is shown that the sequence J ^  is bounded.
C.3.1 P roof that is m onotonically increasing
To prove that J ^  is monotonically increasing we need to show that j ( n+1) — >  0.
The method used is to put 8 J ^  =  j ( n+1) — ,/(”) and to show that 8 J ^  is the sum of 
non-negative (real-valued functions squared) terms and hence is > 0. Now
8j(n) =  j(n+1) _  j ( n )
M \ M \
=  ( ( A i p ^ 1) ^ ) ) )  -  E  u f t +1) ill - « A i ^ n)( t jp ) » + E  i f  ii & B) ii2
771=1 771=1
1V1 \ ptF 1V1 \ r tF
-  E  I f  I  w i 2*  -  « 4 / 4 B,f o ) » + E  J  lz & ’ w i
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Ad \ ptp Ad X ntp
=  ( ( A ip r 11^ ) ) )  -  ({A \& x tF))) -  £  ^  + e  3 ?  /  i&’ W '
m=l ^  m=l ^
=  « ^ i ( p ‘n+1)( ^ )  -  4 B)( t F ) ) »  -  E  w  I ' i / S ^ W  -  [ /£ >  w p *
m=l ^  Jto
=  ( ( A \ 6 p M { t F ) ) ) - 6 C <">
Hence
where
and
W (n) =  ( ( ^ |( 5 p ( " ) ( « F ))>  -  <5C(n) ( C . 9 )
l ^ f o O ) )  =  |p'"+1)(A )»  -  |p<n)(*F)»
M
Am f tF. 
mLl Jto
We wish to find an expression for |<5/0«n (^£))). To do this we use the fact that \p£^it))) 
satisfies the equation
M
, InWf+AW =  ( r .n 4 -
dt'« J . i  p{: \ m  = ( a + e  /^ ^ ) ip < " > ( i)»m=l
Hence we have
*^l<5pln)W » =  * ^ |p » n+1)W » - * ^ | p i n)W »
M M
=  ( A  +  E  /m +1)A >)|p!n+1)M »  -  ( A  +  E  / ^ A J I p ^ W ) )
m = l  m = l
M
=  ( £ 0 +  E l / i T '  +  /i." +1) -  / i n)]^m)|p'"+1)(*)»
m = l
M
- (A  + E [ ^ n) + /™n) -  /lB)]A .)kB)W»
m = l
M  M
=  (£„  +  E  / i n) A ,)  Ip<"+1) ( t ) »  -  ( A  +  E  & B)£ » )  l/4n) w »
m = l  m = l
M  M
+ E [ A n+1) -  / i ”)]A,iP<n+1)w>>+ E i f t B) -  /^ ]A » ip iB)w »
m = l  m = l
M  M
=  (£„ +  E  /<,">£»)|5p<">W» +  E l / m +1) -  / ^ I A . I p ^ W ) )
771=1 771=1
Mm=1
where
M
£<"> =  (£0 +  E  ^ " )£”*)
m=l
and
M  M
i a w (<)» =  X > ™ +1) -  f ^ m \ P {: +1\ m + ( c. 10)
m=l m=l
This gives us the following partial differential equation involving |£p^(t)))
i h ^ \ 5 p ^ m = & nw s > m  +  ia  « (« )»
The solution of this is given by Lemma 1 as
\ s p P m  =  j y ^ \ t \ t a) - i \A ^ \t ') ) )d t '
I S d ? \tF))) =  f j  U(n\ t \ t o r 1 \ ^ (n\t ') ))d t'
m s p ^ i t r ) ) )  =  ~ { { A \ U ( n \ t F , t o )  j f  '  y<’*)(i',7o)-1|A<’*)(«')»dt'
i  f tF
KJto
i_ r tF
kL
hJto
\  f F m u {n\ t F, t ' ) \ ^ n\t ') ))d t'
n Jto
~  f  {{Aj£\t)\A(n\t) ) )d t  with t' replaced by t  (C .ll) 
ft Jt0
Hence, we have
=  ~ r  « 4 n)
r *tF
to
We now consider f f f l  (t) and fm +1^ (t) which are defined as follows
/>>(*) =  (1 -  /?)/£> -  ^ ( (A M { t) \C m\pM(t)))
Am.
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which when rearranged with (3 ■=£ 0 can be written
((A ^{t)\C m\ p ^ m  =  -  1 )/W  -  I /M }
and
/ t" +1)W =  (1 -  «)&"> -  y ~{(A ^ ( t) \C m\p*”+1)(t))>
Am
which when rearranged with a; ^  0 can be written
{ ( A ^ i t ^ p ^ m  =  -iA ra{ ( i  -  l)/>> -
a a
Using these we have
((A\5pM(tF)}) =  - i  £  ({A ^ ( .t) \A ^ ( t)))d t
. rtp ja
4  / «4?MI(D/»+1) - /i.n)]^l^"+1)W»
A m=i
M
m = l
• /*tF M
- t  /  « ^ ? « i  E t / i ”+1) -  / i n)] ^ i p l n+1)W )>
•/ *0 m = l
M
. .    - - - - -
771=1
4  r  £  { [ / “ + i) -  ®
M
+ E  { [ • & '  -  <#
771=1
/^F o r 1 1
-  E  /  f c { [ / “  -  ■ S>)K - iA - ) K -  -  ! ) & B) -  - / i ”+1)]
771=1
+ [ / £ >  -  / i n)] ( - i A m) [ ( J  -  l ) / i n) -  i / i n)] } d «
_  A m  /  J _ (  f(n+l) _  f(n)\/I(n) _  f(n+l)\ _  f(n) ( f(n+l) _  f(n)\ 
/  j fc /  j n  m  rn J m  ) J m  \Jm J m  J
771=1 J t °
4- —  (f(n) _  f(n)\( f{n) _  f ( n ) \  _  f(n)(f(n) _
(3 in ' m  m  Jf
M  \  r t p  e 9
E _IH  /  / _ (  /?(«+!) _  f ( « ) l2  I 0  f ( n ) (  /’(n+ 1) _  fin))J  \  q; ' J m  \Jm J m  J
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Hence
\ rtF f 9
« J4 |5 p ^ (iJp)» =  E ^ f  /  {^(/™ +1) -  /mn))2 +  2/ i n)( / in+1) -  '& )
m = 1 *^°
+ | ( / i n) -  / in))2 + 2/<T)(/in) -  /£ > )}*  (C.12)
Now consider 5C^ n\  Prom above we have 
M \ rtF
SC(n) =  £  4  /  l/ £ +1)]2 -  [ / i r f *
771=1
M \  rtF r
E w /  [/- +1)]2- [/» )]2 *ro=1 Vt„ L J771=
M
at •ifE Am
"op ,
771=1 ^  ^ * 0
[/in+1)]2 -  2/m+1'/m) + [/<,n)]2 + 2 /> V £+1) -  2[/ir>]2 + [/in)]:
M
E ^m
"op
\ /*iF A,
- 2 / in)/i,") +  [/i?]2 +  2 /(n)/<,") -  2[/W];
/ / ■ ( n + l )  _  f ( 7 i ) \ 2  , 9 f ( n ) / ' f ( 7 i + l )  _
W771 J 771 / 1 •/ 771 W771 J 771 /
dt
_  /-(™)\2 , 9  f(n)( f(n) _  j-(ti)a 
1 VJtti Jm  ) 1 «/77i \Jm J m  J dt
Hence
J E  \  rtF r
SC(„) =  E - | /  ( / r > - / < “')2 +  2/ M ( / M - / W )
 771=1 ^  J t0 L  ------------------------------ --------------  ----------------
dt+(/i,n) -  / in))2+ 2  /£>(&"> -  /<r>)
Prom ( C.9) we have
<5J(n) =  ((A l^pW ^))} -  <5C<">
Combining this with (C.12) and (C.13) gives
5J(") =  «A|Sp(n>(lF)»-<5e(n)
M \ rtpAm. I
(C.13)
E ^rn f  \ ^ (  f (n+l )  _  f (n)\2 f ( n+1) — f ( n))
2h  I d  J m  \Jm J m  )771= 1 JtQ
jL.Z.(ffa) —  f(n)\2 4 - Of(p)(f(n) _  f(n)\ 
1 p \ J m  Jm J 1 J 771 \J 771 J771 /
\  /**•? rAm. I
dt
_  V - ^  h ll f  _  f(n)\2 i 9  ? ( n )  /  y r ( n + l )  _  £ ( n ) \
/  y QTr I \J 771 7^71 / ^  */ 771 \«7 771 •/771 /
m=l ^  J t°  
+ ( &  ~ + 2/i,n)(/tn) -  /£>)] d t
= S i r  K ■ i)(/”+1) - &b))2+(l - i)(/“n) - ^ B))!771=! ^  J t° L ^  P dt
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For a = 0 and 0 < (3 < 2 we note that fm +1^  = and a slight modification of the 
argument yields:
m  , , tF
5J{n) = / F( | - i ) ( / i r , - / i " ))2*m=1 ^  Jto Pm =
M
=  E  ^ ( |  -  ! )  II II* ( ° - 1 5 )
771=1
Similarly, for f3 = 0 and 0 < a  <  2 we have f f f l  = and
_ \ r^ F o
S J (n) =  £  - 2  /  ( -  -  ! ) ( / £ + «  -  f W f d t
m= 1  ^  Jto a  
M \  2
= E  2 f ( - -  !) II/i."+1) - / in) II (C.16)
771=1
fm +1\  fm* and are real valued functions. Hence, the expressions || /m +1  ^— fm^ ||| 
and || HI, will be non-negative. Also Am > 0 for all m  such that 0 < m  < M
and h > 0.
2 2
For a  and (3 in the ranges 0 < a  <  2 and 0 < (3 < 2 so t h a t ------ 1 > 0 and — — 1 >  0
_______________ ___________a _____  (3
the expression given by (C.14) is the integral of a non-negative function and hence will
be non-negative. This gives us 5J^  > 0 and in the case a = (3 = 2 it gives 8 J ^  = 0. 
From C.15 we get 5 J ^  >  0 for a  =  0 and 0 < (3 < 2 and also 5J^> =  0 when a = 0 
and (3 = 2. Similarly from C.16 we get 5J^  > 0 for /? =  0 and 0 < a < 2 and also 
£ j(n) =  0 when a  =  2 and (3 = 0.
Finally consider the case when a  =  (3 =  0. From C.10 we get |A ^  (£))} =  0 which in 
turn from C .ll gives {(A\5 p ^ f a ) ) )  = 0. From C.13 we get S C ^  = 0. Combining 
these in C.9 gives 5 J ^  =  0 when a = (3 = 0.
Hence it has been shown that the sequence J ^  is monotonically increasing
and 5J^  =  0 if (a, (3) G {(0,0), (0,2), (2,0), (2,2)}. This concludes the first part of
the proof.
C.3.2 P roof of Boundedness
In this part of the proof it is shown that
(a) the control fields are bounded
(b) the sequence is bounded.
(a) Proof that the control fields are bounded.
Note that
and
We also have fm ^ (t) and fm*(t) which are defined as follows
fg - 'K t)  =  (1 -  -  y - ( ( 4 n_1) (<) I A n \ p {" ~ 1] (<)»
Am.
4 B)W =  ( P 'n)( * M n)M »  =  « ^ »  =
2
A
2
p&°w 2 =  «pin)(*M n)W » -  ((polpo)) =
2
P° 2
and
/ w w  =  (i -  * ) /£ - »  -
Am.
Also note we have the Cauchy-Schwarz’s inequality
l«At|p<n)( i ) » |2 <  P i l l -  p « ( t )  2 <  P | |
Consider
/W(t) = ( l - a ) / i l"-1)- ^ ( ( 4 n- 1)W I^|pln)(i)»Am
=  (i -  a ){ (i -  n )f% -v  -
Am
i/3
=  (1 -  a)(X -  p )f£ ~ »  -  (1 -  a ) ^ ( ( A ^ - 1}(t)\Cm\ ^ - 1}m
Am.
A
Hence, for any (a, ft) G [0,2]2 — {(0,0), (2,2)}
l/i^ W P  < 1(1 -  «)(1 -  + 1(1 -  “ ) - P ( ( At ~ 1} (*) |£m|pi”_1) (*)» |2
Am.
+ l A < ( 4 " - 1)« IA » |p < n)W >}|2
Am.
l /m ’ W P  <  (1 -  « ) 2(1 -  /5 )2| / m _1)W |2 +  ^ r ^ - | ( ( ^ 1)( i ) | £ m |p ''“- 1)( i ) » | 2
+ ^ K ( 4 ”- l)w i ^ i p i n)( i ) » r
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l/in)« |2 < (1 -  a)2(l -  /?)2lA"~1)W|2 + (1 A2} ^ IK”- 11 («) p'T1)
+ 4 n>(i) Pln)
i/ ir ’w i2 <  ( i - «)2( i - ^)2i / ^ - 1)w i2 + (1 A2)/3  ^ {r 1](t)
a
+ aE
m
2 2
4 n)(i)
l£n)WI2 < (1 -  «)2(1 -  P)2\f£-1}(t)\2 + (1 a)J  + a 
l/in)(t)|2 < [(1 -  “)2(1 -  P)2]n\fm(t)\'
(1 — a ) 2 ft2 +  a 2 2Jx
AI
Vm
n—1
A
An £  [(1 -  C)2(l -  P)2]k
k= 0
(1 — a )2/?2 +  a 2
X 2
A
2ln21 - [ ( 1 -c Q 2(1 - / ? ) 2] 
1 -  (1  -  a ) 2 ( l  -  /3 )2
l/in)W|2 < [(l-a )2(l-/3)Tl/i°)WI2 + 5 2 A A ( l  -  [(1 -  c*)2 ( l  -  m
where
a a(3
a 2 + (1 — a)2P2
V 1 -  (1 -  a ) 2( l  - /?)2 
then we have
\ f £ : W  < [(1 - “ )2(1 - P f f c l  +  C2m(  1 -  [(1 - «)2(1 - /?)T) = c;
for all n and where
Cm = m a x { |/ i" ) ( i) l ,^ M I l2| | £ml l } .
Hence, |/m^(t)| < Cm for all n, i.e the control fields are bounded.
(b) Proof that the sequence is bounded.
Now
M \ rtF
J<”> =  ( { A \p t \ tF) ) ) - J 2 ^  [/m1 (t)]2dt
m=1 Zn Jt°
M \ rtF
| J « |  <  |<M>J*>(t,)»| +  | £ ^ /  [}% \t)fd t\
m = l  Z I Z  J t o
|jW| < A
M
X r
+ 2^ of
11 5
2 ' 2 h
m —1
as we know from (a) that the control fields are bounded. Hence the sequence is 
bounded. This concludes the boundedness part of the proof. Prom this and the proof 
in Section C.3.1 it has been shown that the sequence jW  is monotonically increasing 
and bounded above, hence is convergent.
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